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Railway Signalling Systems 

Hans S. Andersson 

The Ericsson Group have designed, manufactured and marketed railway 
signalling equipment since 1915. The product range has included such systems 
as signalling equipment for the track, safety systems for the train routing, remote 
control systems and systems for supervising the speed. The product range has 
successively been renewed in step with the technical development. The 
development in the fields of electronics and computers has contributed greatly 
to this renewal This article deals with the background and the present scope of 
this work. Some of the recently developed systems will be described in greater 
detail in subsequent issues of the magazine. 
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Optical 
signalling 

Fig. 1 
Signalling to the train driver can be carried out 
either via signals beside the track or on a panel in 
the driver's cabin. In the latter case the message 
is transmitted inductively to the locomotive 

Fig. 2 
Train movements in stations can be controlled 
locally or centrally. In the latter case a large 
number of stations are controlled from the same 
place, i.e. centralized train control, CTC. The 
picture shows the local control office in Oslo 
central station, Norway 

The railway administrations are con
stantly seeking ways and means of uti
lizing the tracks, rolling stock and per
sonnel more efficiently without any 
reduction in safety. Rail traffic poses 
very special safety problems. The high 
speed and high mass of the trains in 
combination with the low friction be
tween steel wheels and rails give con
siderable braking distances. Rigorous 
rules must be set in order to safeguard 
against traffic accidents. The aid and 
devices that help to achieve this safety 
and efficiency are used to 
- set up train routes, control points and 

signals, ensure that the track is free 
and safeguard the movements of 
trains 

- transmit information to the train driv
er 

- supervise the speed. 

In modern signalling systems the opera
tion of points in order to prepare train 

routesand to provide protection against 
conflicting train movements is almost 
exclusively done with remotely control
led, electrical point machines, fig. 4. 
However, manual operation of hand-
thrown points occurs on track sections 
that are seldom used. 

A detection device, called a track cir
cuit, is used to check that the track is 
free from trains and vehicles. 

The established train route is protected 
against conflicting train movements by 
interlockings. The interlocking condi
tions state that points in the routes can
not be switched and that conflicting sig
nals cannot be cleared. 

The interlocking equipment, which is 
usually common for a whole station or 
yard, is normally placed fairly close to 
the objects, such as points, tracks and 
signals, that are to be supervised. The 
control equipment can be placed at a 
greater distance. Thus the control can 
be centralized to a few places, fig. 2. 
Such systems contribute to efficient 
traffic handling and low personnel re
quirement. 

The information to the train driver is 
transmitted by means of fixed signs and 
light signals. Information to the locomo
tive can also be transmitted inductively 
from special transponders on the track 
or via radio, figs. 1 and 5. 
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Fig. 3 
Certain conditions have to be met to safeguard 
the movement of a train at a station 

Fig. 4 
Point machine for operating points 

A train route to or from this track cannot be set up 
while the first train route (solid line) remains set up 

Supervisory equipment, which brakes 
the train if the driver keeps too high a 
speed, has long been used in under
ground systems and has also been intro
duced on certain railway sections, 
where trains run at a very high speed or 
where the traffic density is very high. On 
other sections with very little traffic it 
has previously not been possible to jus
tify economically even the introduction 
of automatic braking if the train passes a 
stop signal. New technology now offers 
the possibility of speed supervision also 
on sections with low traffic density and 
in the long run it will be possible to re
lieve the train drivers of some of the re
sponsibility they now bear, fig. 6. 

Safeguarding of train 
movements 
Train movements must be protected 
against 
- collision with other trains 
- collision with vehicles on level cross

ings 
- derailment because of point changes 

at the wrong time 
- derailment because of too high 

speed. 

In order to achieve this protection each 
moving train is allocated an area of the 

track network, within which the train 
can move in accordance with certain 
rules. Speed limits, signals at stop and 
stop signs must be strictly observed. 
The area allocation means that no other 
trains may move in the area and that 
points in the area may not be switched 
as long as the area allocation remains. 
However, area allocations for shunting 
do not block point operation. 

The track network is divided into geo
graphical areas of different sizes. A 
moving train can be allocated one or 
several such areas, depending on such 
factors as the permitted speed of the 
train. When the entrance signal to a train 
route shows "clear", the train route is 
locked. All points and other devices that 
belong to the train route are locked in 
the correct positions, all protective sig
nals show stop and the route is guaran
teed free from obstacles, there are no 
other trains or vehicles in the area, fig. 3. 

Interlocking equipment 
The conditions that apply for different 
train routes and train movements can be 
compiled in an interlocking table for 
each track area. Conventional signal 
boxes use safety relays to ensure that all 
conditions in the interlocking table are 

Fig. 5 
Some types of signals and signs that are placed 
along a track 

Fig. 6 
The train driver must keep a lot of information in 
his mind in order to be able to drive the train in 
the best Dossible wav 



Fig. 7 
Automatic block signals, controlled by track 
circuits, are used between stations to inform the 
train driver of the position of the train in front of 
him 

Fig. 8 
A track circuit comprises a battery, an insulated 
part of the track and a relay. The relay is normally 
operated but releases when a vehicle occupies 
the track circuit 

Fig. 9 
A "geographical" relay unit for a main signal 

Fig. 10 
The safety equipment at a station, arranged in 
accordance with the "geographical" method 

met. The relay contacts are connected 
together to form current paths that cor
respond to the different conditions. 

Another way of stating the conditions is 
by means of the "geographical" meth
od. The conditions are related to dif
ferent objects in the track area, points, 
signals, derailers etc. For each object 
the conditions are set for each possible 
state and each possible change of state. 
The relays that are needed for the inter
locking of an object are brought to
gether to a relay unit. One type of relay 
unit is used for points, another for sig
nals etc., fig. 9. The relay sets, which are 
also called logic blocks, are connected 
to adjacent ones by means of multi-wire 
cables in a pattern that corresponds di
rectly to the track system, fig. 10. The 
interface between the relay units is stan
dardized. 

The same geographical method of stat
ing the interlocking conditions is used 
in LM Ericsson's computer-controlled 
interlocking system In this case the 
conditions are stated in the computer 
program instead of in current paths via 
the relay contacts. 

Track circuits 
Already at an early stage it was found 
necessary to be able to ensure, automat
ically and absolutely reliably, that a 
track section was free from trains. The 

oldest and still most frequently used 
type of equipment is the track circuit. Its 
design is shown in fig. 8 in its simplest 
form. A track section is insulated from 
the adjoining parts of the track. The rails 
function as insulated conductors. The 
track circuit is fed with current from a 
battery at one end. The current through 
the circuit keeps a relay at the other end 
operated. The relay releases when a 
train short-circuits the track. 

There are a number of types of track 
circuits, partly because there are dif
ferent electrical traction systems for 
trains. For example, alternating current 
must be used for the track circuits when 
the trains are driven with direct current. 
In some cases the track circuit current is 
pulsed in order to obtain more reliable 
function or to combine the track circuit 
function with inductive transmission of 
information from the track to the loco
motive by means of different pulse fre
quencies. Two prerequisites for such 
transmission of information are that the 
locomotive must be equipped with 
some form of antenna in front of the first 
pair of wheels, for receiving the pulses, 
and also that locomotives enter the 
track circuit from the relay end. 

Track circuits are used to 
- check that train routes are free from 

obstacles 
- block any switching of points 
- automatically release traversed train 

routes 
- control level crossing protection 
- detect the approach of trains 
- indicate the position of trains. 

Blocking equipment 
The section above on interlocking 
equipment dealt with interlocking in sta
tions. Similar interlocking must of 
course also be possible between sta
tions. In its simplest form the latter type 
of interlocking is carried out by means 
of telephone calls and written routines. 
Agreements concerning states for train 
movements between two stations are 
noted on a form in each station. Some
times the form routine is supplemented 
by a technical device that controls the 
exit signal to the line. With such manual 
blocking systems there is no need to 
equip the track sections between the 



Fig. 11 
Level crossing barriers along the track are usu
ally closed automatically when the train ap
proaches the crossing. The distance from the 
crossing to the point where the barriers start 
closing is dependent on the speed limit for the 
track 

Fig. 13 
The ATC system supervises that the train does 
not exceed the speed limits, which are depending 
on the train itself, the condition of the track and 
the traffic situation 

Automatic blocking systems require 
track circuits along the whole route be
tween stations. With long distances be
tween stations it is possible to have sev
eral track circuit sections and signals, 
and more than one train can then be 
moving simultaneously along the track 
between two stations, fig. 7. When the 
whole route is free, the block can be 
turned for traffic in the opposite direc
tion. 

Automatic train control 
Systems for automatic train control, 
ATC, supervise the speed of the train 
and brake the train automatically if the 
speed limit is exceeded. The transmis
sion of information between the track 
and the locomotive can be continuous 
or intermittent, i.e. at intervals along the 
track. The older systems that are still 
used in many underground railways 
have continuous transmission of infor
mation, but the number of different mes
sages is limited to three or four speed 
limits, of which one corresponds to 
stop. Older intermittent systems usually 
only transmit stop messages if the train 
passes a stop signal. In certain cases 
such systems are supplemented by a 
function that gives advanced stop warn
ing. 

The requirement for safety and at the 
same time efficient utilization of the 
track network have led to the track 

being equipped with a large number of 
signs and signals, which in good time 
inform the train driver of the charac
teristics of the track and the traffic situa
tion. With the aid of this information the 
train driver is expected to optimize the 
speed of the train, figs. 5 and 6. 

More recently ATC systems with a large 
transmission capacity have been con
structed. Systems for both continuous 
and intermittent transmission are avail
able. LM Ericsson have developed a sys
tem with intermittent transmission, fig. 
12. A large amount of track data, such as 
signal messages, track slopes, curve 
radii and speed limits are collected, 
transmitted and processed together 
with train data, braking ability etc. The 
processed result is presented to the 
train driver on a panel, fig. 13. The 
equipment in the locomotive continu
ously supervises that the train driver ob
serves the set restrictions, and the train 
is automatically braked if the speed 
should exceed the limit at any time. 

Level crossing protection 
Level crossing protection can consist of 
- visual and acoustic signals 
- barriers. 

The equipment can be operated man
ually or automatically. Manual opera
tion, particularly of barriers, occurs in 
densely populated areas. However, pro
tection equipment is usually made fully 
automatic, fig. 11. 

When designing level crossing protec
tion equipment it is assumed that road 
vehicles should give way to trains. The 
equipment is usually independent of 
other signals and interlockings on the 
track. However, at a station there may be 
interdependence between the signal
ling equipment at the station and level 
crossing protection equipment. 

The signal towards the train in indepen
dent level crossing protection equip
ment is usually placed so that the train 
driver does not have time to stop a train 
which is running at full speed if he finds 
that the signal indicates that the protec
tion equipment is not working. It is 
therefore essential that the signals and 

barriers for the road traffic are very relia
ble. 



Fig. 14 
In stations with local interlocking control the 
signals may be set with keys in the track diagram 

In Sweden an advanced warning signal 
to the train at level crossings has been 
introduced in certain places. Complete 
signalling towards the railway with ab
solute stop obligation for the trains 
would mean unacceptable waiting 
times for the road traffic. 

The increasingly large differences in the 
speed of different types of trains justify 
the introduction of a control system for 
level crossing protection that takes the 
train speed into account. Such systems 
are already in use in some places. On 
sections with automatic train control it 
is possible to include data concerning 
the level crossing protection in the in
formation that is automatically transmit
ted to the locomotives. 

Control and supervision 
systems 
Basically the handling of railway traffic 
is carried out in accordance with a pre
determined timetable. Traffic control
lers can cancel trains, put on extra 
trains, change train meeting places, 
change the order of trains and carry out 
any measures that are made necessary 

by, for example, engineering work on 
the tracks within their district. 

Station masters at manned stations, fig. 
14, and dispatchers at remote control 
centres, fig. 15, control and supervise 
the train traffic via control panels. Cer
tain of the tasks of traffic controllers, for 
example changing train meeting places 
and the order of trains, can be delegated 
to remote train dispatchers. The method 
of establishing a centre for the control 
and supervision of the traffic in a large 
geographical area with many stations is 
called centralized traffic control, CTC 

Centres that handle a large volume of 
traffic can be equipped with various 
aids, for example for the recording of 
train numbers and their display on track 
diagrams, for automatic route setting 
and for traffic recording. Traffic record
ing simplifies statistical follow-up of the 
train traffic. 

LM Ericsson have developed an ad
vanced control and supervision system 
for areas with high traffic. The system is 
computer-controlled, uses colour dis
play screens for all indicating and con
stitutes a means for efficient and ra
tional traffic handling, fig. 16. 

Fig. 15 
The CTC centre in Stockholm, Sweden, controls 
60 stations and about 400 km of tracks 

Fig. 16 
A computer-controlled control and supervisory 
system with colour display screens for large 
stations and for remote control of a large geo
graphical area with many stations 
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Fig. 17 
A computer aid is available that greatly simplifies 
the work of preparing the data and documenta
tion that is individual to each installation 

Fig. 18 
Plug-in safety relays are still predominant in 
interlocking systems not using "geographical" 
system as in fig. 9 

Fig. 19 
The evaluation equipment for ATC is based on 
stored program controlled micro computer tech
nology 

Product stipulations 
Stringent safety requirements are made 
on many items in the product range in 
fault situations. A simple failure must 
not cause a dangerous situation. More
over a failure must be detected and 
cleared fast enough to exclude the pos
sibility that another failure appears 
which, combined with the first, endan
gers the safety. This affects the design 
and manufacture. Great precision is re
quired in the production testing. In addi
tion the equipment will be exposed to 
great stresses. The heavy railway traffic 
causes large mechanical vibrations. The 
traction current is returned partly 
through earth, and this gives rise to 
strong electrical disturbances. For ex
ample, the disturbances can be very 
troublesome when the traction current 
is taken from 16 kV single-phase 1623Hz 
a.c. voltage and the locomotive has thy-
ristor control. Furthermore certain 
equipment must be able to withstand 
both arctic and tropical climatic condi
tions. 

There are standards for the con
struction of railway signalling equip
ment, but the standards are not the 
same in all countries. However, most 
conventional equipment with essential 
safety functions is constructed in accor
dance with specifications issued by the 
Association of American Railroads, 
AAR, British Standards, BS, or the Of
fice de Recherches et d'Essais, ORE, 
which is a working agency within the 
Union Internationale des Chemins de 
Fer, UIC The construction standards 
are designed for contemporary technol
ogy and usually have to be altered when 
a changeover is made to new technol
ogy. The degree of safety that is ob
tained with robust relays and large in
sulation gaps between the circuit ele
ments corresponds to what is obtained 
with high information and system re
dundancy in computer-controlled sys
tems. 

The traffic regulations also have many 
national characteristics. The position 
and meaning of visual signals are dif
ferent in different countries, as are the 
conditions for the protection of train 
movements. Different experience and 
different assessments have led to dif
ferent rules and regulations. 

These rules and regulations are not 
greatly affected by a changeover to a 
newtechnology. However, in orderto be 
able to apply them in connection with 
computer-control, it is necessary to give 
them a more stringent mathematical ex
pression, so the rules and regulations 
must be rewritten in the form of a pro
cess algorithm. This has been done in 
the develoment work on LM Ericsson's 
new computer-controlled interlocking 
system. 

Development trends 
Intensive development work is being 
carried out to utilize the facilities 
provided by new technology for better 
use of track and rolling stock, partly 
through higher speed and denser traf
fic. The railway administrations are also 
striving towards increased rationaliza
tion of the activities and increasing traf
fic safety. This requires 
- efficient control of train traffic 
- increased use of ATC systems 
- more suitable level crossing protec

tion, for example through the intro
duction of a control depending on the 
trains' speed 

- equipment that is reliable and easy to 
service, and which needs only simple 
planning (fig. 17), short installation 
time with low manpower requirement 
and is easy to extend 

- interworking of different administra
tive sections, for example through 
joint use of the transmission equip
ment for telecommunication, power 
and signalling purposes. 

The technology based on relays, fig. 18, 
which is now predominant in equipment 
with safety requirements, will in the long 
run be replaced by stored program con
trolled computer technology where the 
microcomputer in particular is likely to 
become very important, fig. 19. One rea
son for this development is that the cost 
of relay-based technology increases 
successively relative the cost of elec
tronics. 

Data transmission is increasingly being 
used for the new systems. Fibre optics 
could with advantage be used for this 
purpose in order to overcome the diffi
cult electrical interference problems. 
Data communication via radio from con
trol centres to the locomotives may also 
come to be more widely used. 



Construction Practice BYB for 
Transmission Equipments 

Per-Alrik Hallberg and Bo Viklund 

LM Ericsson's present transmission equipments have been designed using the 
M5 construction practice, but in future the BYB construction practice, which was 
developed for telephone exchange systems, will also be used when designing 
new digital transmission systems. The same printed board format is used in M5 
and BYB. In the M5 construction practice the printed board assemblies are 
installed in shelves that cover the whole width of the rack, whereas in BYB they 
are plugged into magazines having different widths. A bay that can take both M5 
shelves and BYB magazines has been constructed, since both types of 
equipment will be in use for a long time. In this article the authors give the 
reasons for the decision to use BYB. show how the construction practices for 
transmission equipments have successively been adapted to suit new component 
technology and finally describe the new M5/BYB bay. 
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Fig. 1 
An M5/BYB bay, equipped with BYB magazines 

When LM Ericsson were ready to de
velop a new generation of digital trans
mission equipment the question arose 
as to which type of mechanical con
struction practice would be most suita
ble. Should the M5 construction prac
tice be used also in future, or was a 
change necessary because of the 
changes in requirements and prere
quisites? The argument that motivated 
the choice of construction practice 
BYB, which was originally intended for 
telephone exchange systems, are given 
below. 

Several sizes of magazine 
The increased degree of integration and 
the complexity of the components have 
meant that the amount of space re
quired for the various system functions 
has decreased. An M5 shelf is now often 
too large a mechanical unit for one sys
tem function. Several functions have 
therefore had to be combined in one 
shelf. It would be better to be able to use 
a mechanical unit of a size that is appro
priate for the functional unit. This is pos
sible with the BYB magazines, since 
they come in four different widths within 
the available bay width. 

Better ventilation 
The higher degree of integration of the 
components means more functions per 
unit of volume. However, the power re
quirement per function has not de
creased at the same rate as the increase 
in function density per unit. The mini
aturization has meant a concentration 
of power. The demand for better ventila
tion is now therefore greater than the 
previous demands for a compact con
struction. 

Simpler installation 
Transmission equipment was pre
viously used mainly in the trunk network 
and was concentrated to a few places. 
Today transmission equipment is used 
also in the local and subscriber net
works. This wider application has led to 
increasing demands for easy installa
tion. Station cabling that is plugged in 
on the front of the equipment gives 
good accessibility and simplifies the in
stallation work. One disadvantage is 
that the front area available for mainte
nance functions is reduced. However, 
this is compensated by the reduced 
need of maintenance. Generally speak
ing there is practically no routine main
tenance carried out in the bays nowa
days, and the corrective maintenance 
consists mainly of the replacement of 
printed board assemblies. 

Simpler basic equipment 
One aim when designing the bays has 
been to enable the basic transmission 
equipment required in the first stage to 
be as simple as possible. Forthis reason 
the converters for the power supply 
have been placed locally in the maga
zines. Such decentralization, which has 
been made possible through the use of 
new components and circuit designs, 
also gives high reliability throughout. 

Installing the units in different bays 
The increasing degree of integration of 
switching and transmission technique, 
1ST (Integrated Switching and Trans
mission), means that it must be possible 
to install transmission equipment not 
only in transmission stations but also in 
telephone exchanges. This applies, for 
example, for signal conversion and ana
log/digital conversion equipment. Thus 
it is essential that the same printed 
board assembly or magazine can be 
placed either in the transmission station 
bay or in the exchange bay row. 

History 
In the M3 construction practice of 1959, 
fig. 2, the bay was a functionally sepa
rate system unit, for example a channel 
translating bay. Printed circuit boards 
for component mounting and connec
tions were used for the first time. The 
transistor was coming into use. The 
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Fig. 2 
The development of bays M 3 - M 5 / B Y B for trans
mission equipmen t during the years 1959 -1980 

C Station cable connection 
P Power supply 
S Service line equipment 
M Maintenance equipment 

made at the top of the bays. The power 
supply equipment was also placed 
there. The equipment for the mainte
nance functions was placed along the 
sides of the racks and the service equip
ment (telephone unit etc.) was situated 
in a panel in the middle of the bay. 

The volume of the equipment could be 
reduced as the component technique 
was developed and the calculation 
methods were refined, and a bay be
came too large for a functional system 
unit. 

The shelf construction practice, M4, 
was introduced in 1967. The station cab
ling was brought direct to the shelf. The 
power supply equipment was placed at 
the bottom of the bay to facilitate suc
cessive extension of the bay from the 
bottom. The equipment for mainte
nance functions was placed along the 
lower edges of the shelves and the tele
phone unit in the left hand upright. In 
the middle of the bay there was a narrow 
panel left for alarm lamps and service 
line jacks. 

The continuing development of compo
nents led to even more efficient and 
smaller components. Hybrid circuits 
and integrated circuits were coming on 
the market. The format of the printed 
board was changed. A larger, almost 
square board was more suitable since it 
meant fewer connections between the 
printed board assemblies in the shelf 
and provided a longer edge for the large 
number of connectors. The printed 
boards for digital functions in particular 
require many connectors. 

The M5 construction practice was intro
duced in 1976. The bay cabling was 
brought right in to the shelf connectors 
where the printed board connectors 
were plugged in. However, coaxial ca
bles were still connected in at the left-
hand shelf side. Equipment for mainte
nance functions was now only placed 
on the front edges of the printed board 
assemblies. The routine maintenance 
had been eliminated or considerably re
duced. The telephone unit, alarm unit 
and service line jacks were placed in a 
bay upright in order to give maximum 
bay flexibility. The power supply equip
ment for up to three voltages was placed 
at the bottom of the bay. 



Fig. 4 
Assembly kit for a BYB shelf 

Fig. 5 
Assembly kit for a BYB magazine 

The M5/BYB bay is introduced on the 
market in 1981. In this construction the 
station cabling is taken direct to the 
front edge of the printed board. This 
gives good accessibility for installation, 
inspection and testing. The front edges 
also contain the equipment for certain 
maintenance functions. Power convert
ers are provided in each magazine. The 
magazines have good electrical charac
teristics and can be used for high fre
quencies and bit rates without any spe
cial measures being required. The tele
phone unit and service line jacks are 
placed in the left-hand bay upright, but 
the associated electronic equipment 
and the alarm unit are normally placed 
at the bottom of the bay. 

The M5/BYB bay 
The M5/BYB bay is very similar to the M5 
bay. It is built up of a bay frame with a 
left-hand and a right-hand upright. The 
uprights have space for the station cab
ling and also for power distribution and 
alarm concentration bars. M5 shelves, 
or shelves for the BYB magazines, are 
mounted between the uprights. The 
shelves are designed to give good ven
tilation. Extra ventilation units can be 
installed next to equipment with high 
power consumption. The connection of 
the station cabling is designed so that 

Fig. 3 
An M5/BYB bay with BYB magazines and an M5 
shelf. The front cover of one magazine has been 
removed 

the cables can be prepared and equip
ped with connectors before the shelves 
and magazines have been delivered. A 
bay that is only partially equipped can 
thus be completely cabled at a moderate 
extra cost, which simplifies any exten
sion work. 

The dimensions of the bay are in accor
dance with recommendations from 
CEPT and CCITT It is 600 mm wide, 260 
mm deep and has a height of 2743, 2134 
or 1160 mm. 

The bays are divided vertically into 
building modules, BM, of 40.64 mm. The 
highest bay provides a space of 66 BM 
for the installation of equipment. The 
corresponding space for the two other 
bay heights is 51 BM and 27 BM. 

The two bay uprights are connected by 
means of a base plate and, at the top, 
two horizontal angle iron bars. Fig. 3 
shows a part of an M5/BYB bay equip
ped with BYB magazines and an M5 
shelf. 

The left-hand upright is wide enough for 
the station cables and its brackets. The 
front of the upright is provided with 
hinged cover strips. The narrower right-
hand upright is designed with three ver
tical channels, two wide and one nar
row, are formed on the inside. U-shaped 
copper bars for the power feeding and 
alarm concentration are mounted in the 
wide channels. In the spaces where no 
shelves are fitted the bars are protected 
against accidental contact by means of 
plastic covers. The narrow channel, to 
the rear of the the upright, is intended 
for the incoming power cables. Vertical 
earth rails made of copper sheeting are 
mounted at the rear of each upright, on 
the inside. 

Installing and connecting BYB maga
zines and M5 shelves 
Two assembly kits are needed to install 
a BYB magazine in the bay. one for the 
shelf and one for the magazine. The 
shelf kit consists of side members, rear 
and front rails, a cover plate and mag
netic locks, fig. 4. The shelf takes up 8 
BM vertically, provides good ventilation 
of the magazines and makes cable in
stallation easy. The overall width of the 
shelf corresponds to 12 BM. The maga-
7inpc are a v a i l a b l e in \«/irUhc ^ f T c Q 



Fig. 7 
Printed board holder for the alarm unit 

and 12 BM, and they can be combined 
arbitrarily to form a full shelf. 

The magazine kit consists of two sup
ports and two connection cables, fig. 5. 
One cable is connected to the bars in the 
right-hand upright to provide power, 
and the other connects the alarm out
puts of the magazine to the alarm con
centration bars. The latter cable also 
contains a metal clip with a light emit
ting diode, which is clipped to the front 
rail. An alarm in the bay can thus easily 
be localized to the right magazine even 
with the cover plate in position. The sup
ports are fixed between the front and 
rear rails of the shelf. The magazine is 
mounted on the supports and the sta
tion cables are connected to the con
nectors on the front edges of the printed 
boards. 

The M5 shelf is connected to the earth 
bars when the shelf is installed and 
screwed to the bay uprights. The shelf is 
connected to the power feeding and 
alarm concentration bars by means of 
contact tabs, which terminate the shelf 
cabling, and which are pressed into the 
relevant copper bar in the right-hand 
upright and secured by screws, fig 6. 
The M5 connectors for the station cab

ling are inserted in connector mounts at 
the rear of the shelf before the shelf is 
fitted into the bay. The printed board 
assemblies are delivered separately and 
are the last to be plugged in. 

Power supply 
Each magazine has its own d.c./d.c. 
converter. The M5 shelves are fed either 
from built-in or centrally placed d.c./d.c. 
converters. The two feeding methods 
have been described previously in this 
magazine2. 

In the case of feeding from the mains the 
rack is equipped with mains rectifiers. 
The rectifier outputs are connected di
rect to the bay d.c./d.c. converter for 
central feeding, and to the feeding bars 
in the right-hand bay uprights for the 
power feeding of magazines and any M5 
shelves with local converters. 

Alarm equipment 
The alarm equipment for the rack is 
mounted in a printed board holder, fig. 
7, at the bottom of the bay (figs. 1 and 2). 
It consists of an alarm concentrator with 
inputs for the alarms and also its own 
power feeding input. The unit has a 
number of separate outputs for different 

Fig. 6 
Connectors for connecting an M5 shelf to the bay 

Fig. 8 
Alarm interface for printed board assemblies in 
BYB magazines 
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Fig. 9 
The alarm concentrator and alarm indicators in a 
BYB magazine having a width ot 3 BM 

alarm categories, intended for different 
types of exchange alarm systems. The 
alarm funct ion can be either a break or a 
closure. There is a choice between 
earth-free, separated alarm outputs and 
outputs with common earth. Exchange 
alarm bells can be connected. Facilities 
are also provided for alarm acknowl
edgements and for connect ing bay 
alarm lamps. The printed board holder 
takes up two bui ld ing modules ver
tically. The alarm concentrator is built 
up on a standard printed board, which is 
mounted horizontally in the holder. 
There is space for further printed board 
assemblies with supplementary func
tions. 

The shelves and magazines are equip
ped with alarm circuits that provide fault 
indications. Some condit ions that can 
cause an alarm are, for example, faulty 
secondary voltage, synchronizat ion er
ror and bit error. 

One printed board assembly in each 
magazine has a connect ion panel for 
outgoing alarms and two light diodes 
for indicating alarm states, f ig. 8. The 
alarm outputs are connected to the bay 
alarm unit via the alarm concentrat ion 
bars. The other alarm outputs, which 
provide more detailed alarm informa
tion, can either be connected to a sepa
rate alarm system or they can be used 
direct for fault localization when a fault 
occurs. 

Service telephone 
The service telephone line is used in 
connection with the installation and 
maintenance of line systems A printed 
board assembly for the service tele
phone is mounted in the printed board 
holder. The telephone is of the same 
type as those used along the line, and it 
is connected to a panel mounted in the 
left-hand upright cover, f ig. 2. 

Ventilation 
The shelf assembly kit is designed so 
that air can enter the bay with very little 
f low resistance, disperse under the 
magazine, pass up through it and come 
out at the top. If further venti lat ion is 
required, venti lat ion units having a 
height of two bui ld ing modules can be 
installed in the bay. 

Transmission equipment in 
BYB 101 
The need to be able to install transmis
sion equipment in the same premises as 
exchange equipment is increasing. It is 
therefore an advantage to be able to use 
the same mechanical construct ion. 
When the transmission equipment is 
mounted in magazines, these can be in
stalled and connected in the same way 
as in the case of exchange equipment in 
row construct ion practice BYB 1013. 

The alarm unit then consists of a maga
zine of three bui ld ing modules in width, 
which holds an alarm concentrator and 
up to five alarm indicators, f ig. 9. The 
alarms from up to eight magazines are 
collected via an alarm indicator. Thus a 
total of 40 magazines can be connected 
An alarm f rom a magazine lights a diode 
lamp on the associated alarm indicator. 
A diode lamp that indicates the alarm 
category lights on the alarm con
centrator. 
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First-Order PCM Multiplex in the BYB 
Construction Practice 

Hans-Henrik Hamacher and Goran Pettersson 

LM Ericsson have developed a new generation of first-order PCM multiplex 
systems, ZAK 1/30-4, as a part of the modernization of their transmission 
equipments. The BYB construction practice was chosen for the new equipment, 
partly to make it compatible with existing telephone exchange equipment as well 
as other transmission equipment. In this article the use of this type of equipment 
is described, as well as its design and function, together with different equipment 
and connection alternatives. 

UDC 621.395.4: 

621.376.56 

C o s t p e r c h a n n e 

L e n g t h 

Fig. 3 
A cost d iagram for d i f ferent t r ansm iss ion and 
exchange a l ternat ives 

PCM with analog exchanges 
PCM with digital exchanges 

FDM Frequency division multiplex systems 
with analog exchanges 

VF Physical circuits with analog exchanges 

The economical circuit length for digital transmission 
increases (from blue to red arrow) when digital ex
changes are introduced 

Fig 1 
PCM equ ipment in an o therw ise analog network 

Fig. 2 
PCM equ ipmen t in a m ixed analog/d ig i ta l ne twork 

/~~\ Analog exchange 

n PCM equipment 

Digital lines 

Changing the analog exchange in fig. 1 to a digital 
exchange means fewer analog/digital conversions on the 
circuit A-D. The PCM converters at T, can be moved to 

For many years digital transmission has 
been used on a large number of circuits 
between analog telephone exchanges, 
fig. 1. When the exchanges are also 
made digital it will be possible to con
nect the digital lines direct to the ex
changes and the number of conversions 
between digital and analog signal per 
circuit will be reduced, fig 2. Thus digi
tal lines combined with digital ex
changes provide a more economical 
network1, fig. 3. 

The changeover to a fully digital net
work will take many years and will com
prise many stages. The number of PCM 
converters will increase with the exten
sion of the digital areas and the analog/ 
digital conversion will be moved closer 
to the subscribers. During this expan
sion it will also be necessary to move 
PCM equipment, fig. 2. 

The digital transmission channels ob
tained by the use of PCM are also suita
ble for data transmission. It must be as
sumed that the channels will be used for 
both telephony and data to an increas
ing extent as the digital areas grow. 

LM Ericsson have developed a new first-
order PCM multiplex system, ZAK 
1/30-4, for such networks. One of the 

aims of the development work has been 
to ensure that the equipment has the 
following general characteristics: 
- easy to handle 
- movable 
- so flexible that it can be equipped for 

either telephony or digital data trans
mission, or both 

- easily accessible interfaces for all 
functions. 

ZAK 1/30-4 converts 30 analog tele
phony channels to one digital channel 
with a transmission speed of 2 048 
Mbit/s. This is done by means of filter
ing, sampling, analog/digital conver
sion and digital multiplexing. These pro
cesses have been described in previous 
articles in this magazine23. 

Construction practice 
The BYB construction practice was 
chosen for the new multiplex equip
ment. A general decription of this con
struction practice has been published in 
an earlier issue4. The characteristics 
that motivated the choice of BYB for 
new digital transmission systems are 
discussed in the preceding article5. The 
following features are of particular ad
vantage in a first-order multiplex sys
tem: 
- the equipment is delivered with the 

magazines fully equipped, which sim
plifies the installation work 

- each magazine isan independent unit 
with its own d.c./d.c. converter. It can 
be mounted in an M5/BYB bay, in a 
BYB 101 bay row or a BYB 201 cabi
net. This gives great flexibility when 
planing new systems and when mov
ing PCM equipment 
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Fig. 4 
Adjusting the attenuation of a channel unit. The 
attenuator is common for eight channels and the 
steps are clearly marked 

- all cabling is accessible from the 
front, which simplifies both installa
tion and rearrangement. 

System characteristics 
ZAK 1/30-4 is designed to be easy to 
install and maintain. It is equipped with 
efficient fault supervision, which quick
ly provides information regarding the 
type and location of any fault. 

Installation 
The d.c./d.c. converter works with bat
tery voltages between -20 V and -72 V 
without the operating range having to 
be adjusted. 

The only adjustment that is required 
during the installation is the matching of 
the channel levels on the speech chan
nel side. This is done with the aid of 
attenuators, which are common for 
eight channels. The attenuation is set by 
means of plug-in U-links, fig. 4. The at
tenuation can be changed just as easily, 
which simplifies any rearrangement of 
the equipment. 

Fault supervision and maintenance 
The supervision on the digital side of the 
PCM multiplex (PCM-mux) is in accor
dance with recommendations of CCITT. 
If a fault occurs, diode lamps on the 
front edge of the printed board light and 
indicate the type of fault. Individual 
alarm outputs can be connected to the 
traditional type of alarm equipment, e.g. 
urgent and non-urgent alarms for each 
rack or row. This conforms to the alarm 
principles of previous generations of 
PCM-mux In addition each individual 
alarm state, such as loss of frame align
ment, bit error etc., can be indicated 
separately. These alarm outputs can be 
connected to central supervision equip
ment in the network, for example AOM 
101 via LM Ericssons computer-con
trolled transmission maintenance sys
tem ZAN 01. This gives an overall picture 
of faulty PCM equipments, fig. 5. The 
fault clearing time will be short, since 
the fault is quickly localized and the type 
of fault determined, and the repairman 
can be equipped witth the correct 
spares and sent to the right place. 

Fig. 5 
Operation and maintenance system AOM 101 with 
ZAN 01 for exchange and transmission equip
ments. The alarm information from the transmis
sion equipments is collected in blocks TST. TST-
A is superior and communicates with TST-B via 
FLP and with TMT. TMT can be connected to AOM 
101 
i — Belongs to ZAN 01 

J)- Analog exchange 



Fig. 6 

The pass band attenuation and group delay 
distortion in a PCM link. Curves for typical values 
are drawn 

Fig. 7 
Block diagram for ZAK 1/30-4. 
The basic equipmen t consists of con trol units 
and channel units for speech . Different combina
tions of data and speech can be ob tained by 
replacing the speech channel units with channel 
units for data and/or channel units for mixed 
speech and data. The d.c./d.c. converter is not 
shown 

Preventive maintenance is not neces
sary. The changes in component 
characteristics that occur because of 
temperature variations and ageing have 
been taken into consideration in the 
electrical design. Well-tried compo
nents are used and the power consump
tion is kept low, which gives the equip
ment very high reliability. 

It has been possible to reduce the num
ber of types of printed board assemblies 
for standard PCM-mux to five, one of 
which is the d.c./d.c. converter. High re
liability and few types of printed board 
assemblies mean that the necessary 
stock of spares is reduced. Central fault 
supervision, and stores that are com
mon for several exchanges further re
duce the number of printed board as
semblies that have to be kept in stock6. 

External timing control 
The PCM-mux timing can be controlled 
externally. External timing is used when 
the system is to work in a synchronous, 
digital network. The external timing is 
connected in at the front of the printed 
boards. 

Technical characteristics 
In the foreseeable future PCM-mux will 
be used on circuits with several analog/ 
digital conversions while the network is 

gradually being digitalized. Particular 
attention has therefore been paid to the 
parameters that affect the signal quality 
when there are several conversions per 
circuit The recommendations made by 
CCITThave beenfollowed, butthe limits 
set for the following characteristics 
have been made more stringent: 
- pass band attenuation 
- group delay/frequency distortion 
- absolute delay 
- noise in a silent channel 
- crosstalk 
- ripple attenuation 
- out-band attenuation. 

The pass band attenuation and group 
delay distortion requirements are 
shown in fig. 6. The stricter limits give 
transmission characteristics which 
make the circuit more suitable for data 
transmission via speech band modems. 

The absolute delay of the system, i.e. the 
time it takes to transmit a signal from the 
analog input to the analog output on a 
PCM link, is of importance for circuits 
where several PCM links are connected 
in series. Troublesome echoes can oc
cur and echo suppressors may be nec
essary if the delay is not kept small. 

Low noise and low crosstalk in the PCM 
equipment is essential if a high trans-



Fig. 9 
Send side channel unit 

Fig. 10 
Receive side channel unit 

Fig. 8 
ZAK 1/30-4, the PCM multiplexor equipped for 30 
speech channels 

mission quality is to be obtained. It is 
particularly important that there should 
be no crosstalk between subscribers 
connected to the same PCM terminal, as 
otherwise neighbours would be able to 
overhear each other. In this respect the 
design requirements are more stringent 
than the CCITT recommendations. 

The requirements regarding ripple at
tenuation are also stricter than the 
CCITT recommendations. Large ripple 
voltages can in certain cases be induced 
into long analog two-wire circuits. It is 
essential that these ripple voltages are 
attenuated before the analog/digital 
conversion stage. Undesirable distor
tion occurs if the signal voltage is dis
placed by the ripple voltage 

The out-band attenuation is of impor
tance when PCM-mux is connected to 
frequency division systems (FDM). With 
an attenuation level of 28 dB the new 
PCM-mux is suitable for any type of FDM 
connection. 

Development history 
The development of ZAK 1/30-4 started 
with a study of possible methods for the 
three main functions: filtering, encod
ing and decoding, control. 

The components that were available 
when the previous generations of PCM 
systems were designed had been de
veloped for the computer industry3. Sin
ce then the manufacturers of microcir-
cuits have extended their product 
ranges to cover the telephony field, but 
the available range of components is 
still rather limited. 

LM Ericsson have studied the compo
nent market, conferred with manufac
turers and assessed the development 
and future component performances. 
Extensive component investigations 
have been carried out and preliminary 
design studies defined and undertaken 
for the most interesting alternatives. 

As regards filter functions the choice 
was between active filters, CCD filters 
(Charge Coupled Devices), digital filters 
and passive LC filters The LC filter was 
chosen, and a further choice had to be 
made between the traditional iterative 
network structure and a special single-
coil structure. 

The codec function can be realized in 
many different ways. One design that 
was studied consisted of a central en
coder which worked in the time division 
mode with 30 channels. Intensive stud
ies of different types of single channel 
codecs have also been carried out. The 
design that was finally chosen con
tained an 8-channel encoder. 

In the case of the control function there 
was a choice between standard logic 
circuits, standard PCM control circuits 
and more or less customer-tailored cir
cuits for such functions as generation of 
the frame word, frame alignment and 
HDB3 encoding, and for the connection 
circuits for 64 kbit/s data transmission. 

Basic systems 
A PCM-mux consists of five different 
types of printed board assemblies, fig. 7, 
namely: 
- send side channel unit for 8 channels 
- receive side channel unit for 8 chan

nels 
- send side control unit 
- receive side control unit 
- d.c./d.c. converter. 
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Fig. 11 
Monolithic circuits for codec functions. 
The same type of codec circuits is used on the 
send and receive side. On the send side all 
functions are utilized: multiplexor, sample and 
hold circuit, D/A converter, comparator and SAR. 
Only the D/A converter is used on the receive 
side 

Fig. 12 

4 channel units of each type occupies a 
240 mm wide magazine, fig. 8. 

The filters, encoders and decoders are 
all placed on the channel unit boards, 
figs. 9 and 10. This has made it possible 
to keep the conductors for the sensitive 
analog signals very short. 

The codec function is of the suc
cessively approximating type, fig. 11. 
The equipment consits of monolithic 
circuits for 8-channel multiplexors, 
sample and hold circuits, digital/analog 
converters and Successively Approx
imating Registers, SAR. This 8-channel 
codec is less complex and more reliable 
than the 1-channel and 30-channel co
decs, and codec supervision is not justi
fied in ordertoobtain reliableoperation. 

The attenuator on the channel unit 
covers a range of 15.5 dB. The attenua
tion is adjusted in steps of 0.5 dB by 
means of U-links, fig. 4. 

Low delay distortion has been achieved 
by selecting the lowest possible grades 
of LC filters, fig. 6. The low pass filters 
are of grade 5 and the ripple filter is of 
grade 2. The band pass ripple value has 
been reduced to a level lower than that 
recommended by CCITT. The channel 
amplifierconstitutesan active link in the 
ripple filter and is also used to provide 
the necessary limiting. 

The low pass filters have the traditional 
iterative network structure with trans
former-coupled coils. The receive side 
channel amplifier is also used as a sec
ond grade low pass filter. The filters are 
made with the lowest possible phase 
shift for the given grade in order to re
duce the group delay. 

The division of the channel unit into a 
send side and a receive side has certain 
advantages. For example, the crosstalk 
problems are reduced since there are no 
troublesome differences in speech level 
on the same printed board assembly. 
The analog/digital and digital/analog 
converters can work synchronously 
without complicated control and extra 
signal delay. Low delay helps the four-
wire stability. In this respect the 8-chan
nel encoding is also preferable to single 
channel encoding. The delay is only 1/8 
of the sampling interval of 125 /xs. 

The send side control unit contains log
ic circuits for controlling the encoding, 
for generating the frame word and for 
feeding the PCM signals into the 2 
Mbit/s stream. The crystal oscillator can 
operate with either free oscillation or 
external timing. The PCM signal output 
and the external timing input are placed 
on the front of the unit. The connection 
is 75 ohms, coaxial. 

The send side control unit also contains 
send and receive circuits for the signal
ling timeslotT16. The corresponding in
puts and outputs for the 64 kbit/s sig
nalling streams are placed on the front 
of the unit3. Fig. 13 shows the layout of 
the inputs and outputs on the fronts of 
the control units. 

The receive side control unit contains 
logic circuits for controlling the decod
ing and channel distribution, for frame 
alignment and for recovering the sig
nalling information. The input for the 
PCM-coded signal and the timing out
put consists of 75 ohm coaxial con
nectors on the front of the unit. 

Circuits with a high degree of integra-



Fig. 13 
The layout of the channel uni t f ron ts 

1. 2 Mbit s main flow 
2. Input for external timing and output for reference 

timing 
3. Free bits, no. 4 -8 . Input and output 
4. Test points for certain digital signals 
5. 64 kbit/s signalling interlace 
6. Outputs for urgent and non-urgent alarms and for 

reminder indication 
7. Output tor system alarms 
8. Outputs for power alarm, alarm indication, loss of 

frame alignment, bit error rate and far-end alarms 
9. Push-button for cancelling the bay alarm signal with 

diode lamps for near-end and far-end alarms 

Fig. 14 
An example of the ut i l izat ion of a 64 kbi t /s 
t imeslot for data. One 64 kbi t /s t imeslot corre
sponds to one speech channe l . By means of 
mu l t ip lex ing in a specia l data mul t ip lexor it is 
then poss ib le to t ransmi t the amount of data 
s h o w n in the table be low instead of speech 

Bits 
600 

2 400 
4 800 
9 600 

48 000 

Number of channels 
63 
20 
10 
5 
1 

tion have been used for the control units 
in order to save space on the printed 
boards. Special monolithic circuits have 
been used for frame alignment/frame 
word generation, signalling and HDB3 
encoding. 

Thed.c./'d.c. converter, fig. 12, is a three-
voltage converter giving the secondary 
voltages +12, -12and+5V. It meets the 
stability requirements for primary volt
ages within the range 20-72 V. Chopper 
technique, careful choice of compo
nents and the best possible circuit de
sign have contributed to give the con
verter 80% efficiency on full load. This 
unit, like all other units in the system, is 
only 20 mm wide. The front of the unit 
contains a breaker and indication Light 
Emitting Diode (LED) for the primary 
power supply. 

The printed boards are of type ROF 137, 
with the dimensions 220x178 mm. 

Interfaces 
The connection between the channels 
and the PCM-mux is four-wire. Any con
version to two-wire working is done in 
separate equipment. The channels are 
connected to the channel units via ca
bles equipped with "half connectors" 
having 16 tags, which are plugged into 
one half of a connector on the printed 
board, fig. 8. The cables with their half 
connectors can be prefabricated, so 
that they can be plugged in quite simply 
during the installation. The half con
nectors are available with and without 
bus function. A half connector with bus 
function makes it possible to carry out 
parallel measurements on individual 
speech channels. If the half connector is 
replaced by a full connector with bus 
function it is also possible, with certain 
auxiliary equipment, to cut off individual 
channels. 

The battery voltage is connected direct 
to the d.c./d.c. converter by means of a 
battery connector. Test points are 
provided for the secondary voltages. An 
alarm output for power unit faults is 
available on the unit itself and also 
among the other alarm outputs on the 
receive side control unit, fig. 13, item 8. 
Fig. 13 also shows the position of other 
interfaces and maintenance terminals. 

Alarms are given by means of closure to 
earth via a transistor contact. The alarm 
outputs are combined into three dif
ferent groups with common earth within 
each group. Each group is connected 
up via a "quarter connector" on the 
front of the unit, fig. 13. 

Bay alarms can be cancelled by means 
of a push-button on the front of the send 
side control unit. The system can also be 
blocked to traffic via the signalling con
verter by depressing the button. An ad
jacent light emitting diode then lights as 
a reminder indication. This diode also 
indicates all near-end alarms. A second 
diode indicates far-end alarms. 

If desired, detailed measurements can 
be carried out with the aid of test out
puts for 
- transmitted and received PCM bit 

streams 
- sender and receiver bit timing 
- half bit timing 
- the frame timing, half frame timing 

and bit error counter. 

The free bits in timeslot TO, bits no. 4-8, 
are available on the appropriate control 
unit for sending and receiving informa
tion. These bits can be used for such 
purposes as transmitting data and 
alarms. 

Each quarter connector contains the 
necessary earth connections for all in
terfaces. 

Alternative equipment 
64 kbit/s data channels 
The PCM channels can be used for data 
instead of telephony. The data channels 
are then branched direct into the 2 
Mbit/s steam without passing through 
the encoder. A digital channel is much 
more efficient for the transmission of 
digital information than an analog tele
phony channel. For example, a 64 kbit/s 
channel can transmit 20 data channels 
for 2400 bit/s, fig. 14. The multiplexing 
up to 64 kbit/s is then carried out in a 
separate equipment. 

The equipment has been designed so 
that it can be adapted to different re
quirements as regards 64 kbit/s data 
channels. Each pair of channel units for 



Fig. 15 
Alternative equipping ot PCM-mux/PCD . 
A PCD can be conver ted to a PCM-mux by 
changing the control units 

Fig. 16 
PCM-mux and PCD in a digital network. 
The figure shows the coupling between the 
transmission systems and their connection to 
AXE 10 

by e i t h e r p r i n t e d b o a r d a s s e m b l i e s f o r 

s ix s p e e c h a n d t w o d a t a c h a n n e l s or 

p r i n t e d b o a r d a s s e m b l i e s fo r e i g h t d a t a 

c h a n n e l s . W i t h d i f f e r e n t c o m b i n a t i o n s 

of t h e s e t y p e s of p r i n t e d b o a r d a s s e m 

b l ies fo r t h e f o u r pa i r s of c h a n n e l u n i t s , 

t h e n u m b e r of d a t a c h a n n e l s c a n be i n 

c r e a s e d f r o m t w o to t h i r t y in s t e p s of 

t w o . W i t h t h e s y s t e m u s e d en t i r e l y f o r 

da ta , a f u r t h e r d a t a c h a n n e l c a n be o b 

t a i n e d by u s i n g the s i g n a l l i n g t i m e s l o t 

T16 f o r t h i s p u r p o s e , f i g . 7. 

T h e c h a n g e o v e r f r o m s p e e c h t o d a t a o r 

v i ce ve rsa c a n be c a r r i e d o u t at any t i m e 

a n d in m o s t cases w i t h o u t i n t e r f e r i n g 

w i t h t h e o t h e r g r o u p s o f e i g h t c h a n n e l s 

in t h e m a g a z i n e . 

Analog/d ig i ta l conver ter for A X E 10 

T h e a n a l o g / d i g i t a l c o n v e r t e r u s e d in ex 

c h a n g e s y s t e m A X E 10 f o r c o n n e c t i n g 

a n a l o g l i nes to t h e d i g i t a l g r o u p s e l e c t o r 

is d e s i g n a t e d PCD (Pu l se C o d e M o d u l a 

t i o n Dev ice ) . T h i s e q u i p m e n t c o n v e r t s 

s p e e c h s i g n a l s i n t o d i g i t a l f o r m in ac 

c o r d a n c e w i t h t he s a m e s p e c i f i c a t i o n as 

fo r P C M - m u x . T h e d e v e l o p m e n t of t h e 

t w o e q u i p m e n t s w a s c o o r d i n a t e d . T h e 

s a m e t y p e s of m a g a z i n e , c h a n n e l u n i t s 

a n d d .c . /d .c . c o n v e r t e r a re u s e d in b o t h 

e q u i p m e n t s , b u t d i f f e r e n t p r i n t e d b o a r d 

a s s e m b l i e s a re u s e d f o r t h e c o n t r o l u-

n i ts . T h e s i m i l a r i t i e s he lp t o s i m p l i f y 

h a n d l i n g a n d t h e s t o c k i n g of s p a r e s in 

n e t w o r k s w h e r e b o t h P C M - m u x a n d 

PCD are u s e d , f i g . 15. 



Fig. 17 
Connection of analog telephone exchanges to 
AXE 10. (The signalling equipments are not 
shown) 

a. Analog transmission and PCM conversion in 
AXE 10 

b. Analog transmission and PCM conversion in 
the same exchange as AXE 10 

c. Digital transmission and PCM conversion in 
the analog exchange 

Connection alternatives 
Signalling equipment 
It must be possible to connect the ana
log side of PCM-mux and PCD to tele
phone exchanges or lines of different 
types and with different signall ing sys
tems. All signall ing matching is carried 
out in the signal l ing equipment, which is 
connected in between PCM-muxorPCD 
and the exchange or line concerned. 
The signall ing equipment converts the 
signals f rom the analog side, for exam
ple digit pulses, charging information 
and seizure informat ion, into digital 
form. In the case of two-wire connec
tions the conversion to two-wire work
ing is also carried out in the signall ing 
equipment. 

The great variety of signal l ing systems 
and connect ion condi t ions has necessi
tated extensive work on developing sev
eral types of signal l ing equipments. 
These equipments are generally placed 
in magazines of their own in order to 
provide greater f lexibil i ty for any rear
ranging, f ig. 16. 

Connecting analog exchanges 
to AXE 10 
Fig. 17 shows three alternatives for the 
connect ion of analog exchanges to AXE 
10. Alternative a means that the con
version to the digital group selector in 
AXE 10 takes place in the signal l ing 
equipment and in PCD. This alternative 
can be chosen if the available cable ca
pacity is suff icient and if the analog 
lines are to be used for a long t ime. If, in 
the future, a digital connect ion to AXE 

10 is wanted, it wil l be possible to con
vert PCD to PCM-mux and connect in 
accordance with alternative b or c. 

Alternative b gives digital connect ion to 
AXE 10 with signal l ing equipment and 
PCM-mux at the exchange AXE 10. 
Basically this alternative is the same as 
alternative a, but it requires matching 
equipment for the digital group selec
tor, ETC (Exchange Terminal Circuit). 
However, this alternative may be pre
ferable to alternative a if the route is to 
be replaced by a digital link (e.g. alterna
tive c) in the near future. The ETC equip
ment is then already installed and the 
changeover is s impl i f ied. 

Alternative c is more economical than 
alternative b if the wire pairs that are 
saved in the cable between the ex
changes are required for other pur
poses, or if it would otherwise be neces
sary to lay a new cable. Alternative c can 
also be justi f ied on the grounds that it 
gives better transmission characteris
tics if the attenuation on the analog cir
cuit is high. Otherwise the argument 
favouring c wil l be the same as for b, 
namely that it prepares for future con
version to digital t ransmission. 

Connection to 10-channel 
PCM systems 
The PCM-mux is also prepared for con
nection to LM Er icssons 10-channel 
PCM system7 via branching equipment, 
f ig. 18. It is also possible to branch off 
less than 10 channels in each branching 
point. Up to seven branching points can 

Fig. 18 
Branching from a 30-channel PCM-mux to a 10-
channel system. The illustration shows three 
branching points for a mixture of analog ex
changes and subscriber equipment. 
(The signalling equipment is not shown) 



TECHNICAL DATA 
Number of channels 
Coding 

Frame structure 

4-wire analog interface 
CCITT Rec. G.712 with the foil 

30 
PCM, A-law in 
accordance 
with CCITT 
Rec. G.711 
In accordance 
with CCITT 
Rec. G.732 

Dwing additions: 
(The given values apply for loop-connected sys
tem) 
Speech channel bandwidth 
Pass band attenuation 

50 Hz 
200- 300 Hz 
300-3000 Hz 

3000-3400 Hz 
Group delay distortion 

500- 600 Hz 
600-1000 Hz 

1000-2600 Hz 
2600-2800 Hz 

Absolute delay at about 
1400 Hz 
Nominal impedance 

input/output 
Nominal levels 

input send level 
output receive level 
level adjustment 

Crosstalk at 0 dBmO 
mean value 
maximum 

Idle channel noice 
mean value 
maximum 

Spurious out-band signals on 
the receive side 

200-3400 Hz 

>20dB 
0/ + 4dB 
-0.5/+0.5dB 
-0.5/+1.8dB 

<1.0 ms 
<0.5 ms 
<0.17 ms 
<1.0 ms 

<0.45 ms 
600 ohms, 
balanced 

-16 dBr min. 
+8 dBr max. 
15.5 dB (in 
steps of 0.5 dB) 

-75dBmO 
-65 dBmO 

-75dBm0p 
-65 dBmOp 

< -28 dBmO 
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the receive side 
Attenuation of out-of-band 
signals on the send side 
Level stability during the life 
of the equipment with a max
imum of one adjustment 

External timing 
The internal oscillator can be 
controlled by external timing 
or by receiver timing with a 
frequency of 
and a level of 
and impedance 

Alarms 

64 kbit/s signalling and data 
interlace 

2.048 Mbit/s digital 
interface 

Power 
Consumption from battery 
(-20 to -72 Vdx.) 
Mains rectifier 45-65 Hz 

Dimensions 
Magazine (height x width x 
depth) 
Weight (fully equipped) 

< - 2 8 dBmO 

>28dB 

±0.5 dB 

2048 kHz 
max. ±1.4 V 
75 ohms 

In accordance 
with CCITT 
Rec. G.732 

In accordance 
with CCITT 
Rec. G.703 

In accordance 
with CCITT 
Rec. G.703 

14W 
110,127 or 
220 V a c . 
( + 10%/-10%) 

244x244x220 
mm 
8 kg 

be used. This means that PCM transmis
sion can now be introduced on routes 
requiring only a small number of chan
nels. 

Connection to higher order systems 
30 channels may not be sufficient for 
high traffic routes. This applies par
ticularly when large digital areas are to 
be connected together using digital 
transmission. Mult iplexing from 2.048 
Mbit/s to higher transmission speeds is 
carried out in digital mult iplexors8 . Dif
ferent transmission media are possible, 
f ig. 16. Small digital areas that are situ
ated close to such a large digital route 
are in a favourable posit ion since they 
can be connected to the route by means 
of digital mult iplexing equipment. Thus 
the further digital ization of small areas 
is intensif ied. The introduct ion of digital 
transmission in the long distance net
work is an important stage in the con
version of the whole national network to 
digital work ing. 
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AXE 10-A Review 

Bo A. Nilsson and Kjell Sorme 

AXE 10 is a telephone exchange system designed to cover the whole range from 
large International transit exchanges to small local exchanges and remotely 
connected subscriber stages. The system also comprises exchanges for mobile 
subscribers, equipment for traffic handled by operators and equipment for 
centralized operation and maintenance. 
This article gives a review of AXE 10 and describes how the system can easily be 
adapted to suit different requirements by combining a number of standardized 
subsystems. These subsystems have well defined interfaces and can be further 
developed independently. Two such subsystems are the digital group selector 
and the digital subscriber stage, by means of which the AXE 10 system is 
adapted to a network with gradually increasing digitalization. 

UDC 621 395.34 AXE 10 can be used to build: 
- local exchanges 
- local tandem exchanges, separate or 

combined with local exchanges 
- transit exchanges for national and in

ternational traffic, separate or, in the 
national application, combined with 
local tandem exchangesand local ex
changes 

- exchanges for automatic traffic to 
and from mobile subscribers, sepa
rate or combined with national transit 
exchanges 

- exchanges for rural areas, small 
towns and suburbs 

- remote subscriber stages for AXE 10 
local exchanges. 

Each of the above applications has a 
uniform set of functions, achieved by 
standardized subsystems and function 
blocks. Thus one and the same system 
covers all application areas, which 
means that the same methods, aids and 
procedures can be used throughout the 
network, for example for operation and 
maintenance. 

AXE 10 has a clear and lucid structure 
and is easy to operate. Training course 
packages have been produced to suit 
different personnel categories and dif
ferent qualifications. This means that 
operating staff with experience of con
ventional systems can learn to operate 
AXE 10 after a brief training period. The 
system is equipped with a complete 
range of built-in aids which relieve the 
staff of routine tasks. Each AXE 10 ex
change can work as an independent 
unit as regards operation and mainte
nance, but it is also possible to coordi
nate and control these functions re
motely, from special centres in the 
network. System AOM 101 has been de
veloped for this purpose1. 

The group switching subsystem, GSS, 
the trunk and signalling subsystem, 
TSS, the traffic routing and control sub
system, TCS, and the operation and 
maintenance subsystem, OMS, com
prise the system nucleus that is neces
sary for all exchange versions. This nu
cleus is supplemented by the subscriber 
switching subsyste, SSS, for local traf
fic, the common channel signalling sub-
syste, CCS, for signalling to other stored 
program controlled exchanges and the 
operator position subsystem, OPS, for 
national and international traffic han
dled by operator, etc. in accordance 
with the requirements for the individual 
exchange, figs. 1a-d. 

The structure of AXE 10 simplifies the 
introduction of new facilities and func
tions. The system can easily be adapted 
to suit new demands resulting from, for 
example, the rapid technical develop
ment. 

Fig. 1a 
Some combinations of subsystems for common 
AXE 10 applications. GSS varies only as regards 
size and TCS as regards analysis and routing 
data. In the other subsystems the functions are 
selected according to the actual need 

TSS Trunk and signalling subsystem 
GSS Group switching subsystem 
OMS Operation and maintenance subsystem 
TCS Traffic routing and control subsystem (software) 
SSS Subscriber switching subsystem 
SUS Subscriber services subsystem (software) 
CHS Charging subsystem (software) 
OPS Operator position subsystem 
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Systems for digital networks 
The requirements for a digital network 
were taken into considerat ion when de
signing AXE 10, namely that it must be 
possible to: 
- connect digital lines and through-

connect PCM time slots 
- synchronize digital bit streams 
- connect together digital and analog 

networks in accordance with the 
given regulations for transmission, 
routing and signal l ing 

- introduce common channel signall
ing according to CCITT no. 7 

- connect remote subscriber stages. 

When the main requirements for AXE 10 
were set at the beginning of the 1970s it 
wasdecided tha t thedes ign must permit 
the use of both analog and digital group 
selectors. The two-wire reed group se
lector and the four-wire digital group 

selector were therefore developed in 
parallel. The first analog group selector 
was put into operat ion in Sodertal je, 
Sweden, in 1977 and the first digital 
group selector in Abo, Finland, in 1978. 

During the 1970s several administra
tions wanted stored program control led 
local exchanges with two-wire analog 
through-connect ion. The junct ion lines 
were then mainly of the two-wire type. 

As was envisaged at the beginning of 
the 1970s, exchanges with digital 
through-connect ion have lately become 
predominant, since the networks have 
increasingly been extended by means of 
PCM systems, and new exchange sys
tems have been int roduced. 

It is the strictly funct ional structure of 
AXE 10 with its separate subsystems 

International network 

Fig. 1b 
A telephone network with AXE 10 exchanges 



Fig. 1c 
It an AXE 10 local tandem exchange is provided 
with a suitably equipped charging subsystem, 
CHS, and the traffic routing and control subsys
tem TCS is supplemented with data for outgoing 
trunk traffic, the tandem exchange can function 
as a national transit exchange. This reduces the 
load on existing transit exchanges in the network. 

^ ^ ^ Old lines 
New junction lines 
New trunk lines 

that makes it possible to provide alter
native versions with analog or digital 
group selectors. The differences be
tween the two versions are mainly l im
ited to the group selector subsystem, 
f ig. 2. 

New or alternative technical solut ions 
can be introduced in other subsystems 
in a similar way. For example, the analog 
subscriber switching subsystem can be 
replaced by a digital subsystem without 
any major changes being necessary in 
the exchange. Fig. 2 shows different ver
sions of an AXE 10 exchange, f rom a 
wholly analog to a fully digital ex
change. 

The digital group selector 
The AXE 10 digital group selector23 is a 
great help in the efforts to make the ex
tension and further development of tele
phone networks economical ly viable. 

The group selector can form part of lo
cal exchanges, tandem exchanges, na
tional and international transit ex
changes as well as exchanges for 
mobile subscribers. Remote subscriber 
stages can also be connected to the 
group selector. 

The digital group selector offers the fol
lowing advantages: 
- PCM time slots can be through-con

nected wi thout changes, the selector 
int roducing no attenuation 

- junct ion line relay sets and terminal 
equipments are simple and can be 
used at any network level. The equip
ments fo rsw i tch ing and transmission 
can be integrated 

- the selector works in the four-wire 
mode. The transmission properties 
are improved by the four-wire work
ing being brought further down in the 
network hierarchy 

Fig. 1d 
A s impl i f ied b lock d iagram of an AXE 10 local 
exchange supp lemented w i th OPS to make a 
comb ined exchange w i th operator serv ice 

LI Line interface 
TS Digital subscriber stage selector for 128 lines 
JTC Interface towards GSS 
ETCC Digital circuits to remote subscriber stage 
ST-C Signalling terminal 
ETC2 Digital, junctions or trunk circuits with channel 

associated signalling 
OPC Operator position equipment 
OPR Connection of operator's set 
T Time switch module 
S Space switch module 
ETC Digital, junctions or trunk circuits with common 

channel signalling 
ST Signalling terminal 
ITC Analog incoming junction or trunk circuit 
OTC Analog outgoing junction or trunk circuit 
CRD Code receiver 
CSD Code sender 
CP Central processor 
RP Regional processor 



Fig. 2 

Success ive changeover f r om ana log to d ig i ta l 
AXE 10 w i thou t any s t ruc tura l changes 

GSS-A Analog group selector 
GSS-D Digital group selector 
SSS-A Analog subscriber stage 
SSS-D Digital subscriber stage 
TSS Trunk and signalling subsystem 
APZ Control system 

• Analog line 
^ ^ ^ ~ Digital line 

remote units are conected via PCM, 
which gives good transmission 
characteristics, good economy and 
high flexibil i ty in the local network 
switching of a speech connect ion can 
be carried out wi thout cl icks or inter
ruptions, for example when a connec
tion is set up by an operator 
the internal congestion of the selec
tor is negligible 
the junct ion lines can be connected 
arbitrarily. Lines belonging to the 
same route can be scattered within 
the group selector. 

The digital subscriber stage 
A digital subscriber stage used in con
junct ion with analog telephone sets 
necessitates the use of individual cir
cuits for each subscriber line for current 
feeding, r inging, sensing of hook con

dit ion and digital/analog conversion. In
tensive work on developing mini
aturized circuits for these funct ions has 
been in progress for some years. 

The AXE 10 digital subscriber stage is 
offered as an alternative to the analog 
stage in future deliveries of local ex
change systems. It has the fo l lowing 
general advantages: 
- the amount of space required for the 

subscriber stage is reduced by almost 
half when a changeover is made to 
digital technology 

- it makes possible future connect ion 
of digital subscriber lines and sub
scriber line mult iples as well as termi
nals for different types of data ser
vices, f ig. 3. 

The digital subscriber stage in AXE 10 is 
built up with modules of 128 lines. 16 

Fig. 3 
Some examples of connections to the AXE 10 
digital subscriber stage. The figure shows the 
present and future basic equipment in the sub
scriber stage 

REM Remote Exchange Multiplex-Equipment for con
necting 30 analog subscriber lines to a 30-
channel PCM system 

Ll-A/D Line interface-analog subscriber line 
LI-30 Line interface-30-channel PCM system 
LI-1 Line interface-digital subscriber line 
TS Time switch 
JTC Interface towards GSS 
B Internal bus 
^ V / Analog transmission 
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such modules form a fully built out stage 
of 2048 lines. The subscriber stage is 
connected to the group selector via a 
number of PCM links, each wi th 30 t ime 
slots per speech direct ion. The number 
of l inks is determined by the traffic, and 
the maximum number is 16. Each modu
le of 128 lines is equipped with a t ime 
switch which connects the subscriber 
lines to t ime slots in the l inks towards 
the group selector. Full availability is ob
tained by means of an internal bus be
tween the t ime switches. 

The subscriber stage is connected to 
the group selector either direct via 30-
channel links or remotely via one or 
more PCM systems. In the case of a re
mote subscriber stage the control infor
mation from the central processor in the 
parent exchange is transmitted in the 
signall ing t ime slot of the PCM system. 
For this purpose common channel sig
nall ing with a transmission speed of 64 
kbit/s is used. A pair of signal l ing links, 
with one work ing link and a standby, 
provide sufficient signall ing capacity for 
a fully built out remote subscriber stage 
with 2048 subscribers. 

The subscribers connected to such a 
remote stage have access to the same 
funct ions and facil it ies as the other sub
scribers. 

Software 
The programs for AXE 10 are writ ten in 
the high-level language PLEX4. The soft
ware isdivided into funct ion blocks with 

clearly defined interfaces. A funct ion 
block can contain both software and 
control led hardware or only software. 
Within each funct ion block the instruc
tions are carried out in sequence, with 
facil i t ies for jumps by means of jump 
instructions, f ig. 4. The processors work 
with microprograms, which control that 
the jump possibi l i t ies are l imited to with
in the block in quest ion. 

When the program handl ing for a 
switching sequence is to cont inue in an
other funct ion block, the necessary in
format ion is transmitted between the 
blocks by means of program signals. A 
program signal contains the address 
and a number of data words. A super
visory funct ion ensures that only correct 
signals are sent on. 

The addressing of jump instructions 
and program signals is carried out with 
the aid of a reference store, where rela
tive addresses are translated into abso
lute addresses. Program blocks and 
data blocks can be placed in arbitrary 
order and in arbitrary places in the 
stores concerned. When a block is writ
ten in or moved, the translat ion table in 
the reference store is updated. The pos
sibility of arbitrary placing in the stores 
simplif ies any reallocation that may be 
necessary in connect ion with exten
sions and funct ion changes. 

The structural, s ignal l ing and address
ing principles of the system mean that 
when new or modif ied funct ions are to 

Fig. 5 
Digital group selectors 

Fig. 4 
The structure of the software 

Program signal between two function blocks 

Access to data store. The function block has 
direct access only to its own data area 
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Fig. 6 
The distribution of tasks among the central 
processor, CP, and the regional processors, RP, 
with regard to the degree of complexity and 
intensity of the tasks. Some examples: 

Functions implemented in central software: 
1 Fault analysis 
2 Line testing 
3 Monitoring of network synchronization 
4 Change of subscriber data 
5 Tariff analysis 
6 Route analysis 
7 Number analysis 
8 Register signalling analysis 

Functions implemented in regional software: 

® 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Control of terminal equipment 
Control of signalling links 
Control of data links 
Sending and receiving register signals 
Call supervision 
Control of selectors 
Sensing and control of subscriber line circuits 
Sensing and control of junction line circuits 

be introduced the funct ion block con
cerned can be modif ied wi thout the 
other funct ion blocks being affected. In 
addit ion they provide good software re
liability, since the effects of a software 
fault are effectively l imited and fault lo
calization is easy. 

All signals between the various funct ion 
blocks can be traced. The meaning of 
the signals and the signall ing processes 
for different switching procedures are 
documented. If a funct ional fault oc
curs, the maintenance staff can pinpoint 
the faulty unit by studying the signall ing 
sequence, wi thout having to have de
tailed knowledge of the software. 

Control system 
The control system in AXE 10 consists of 
the central processor and a number of 
regional processors. Fig. 6 shows the 
distr ibution of tasks among the various 
processors. The regional processors 
are placed together with the equipment 
that is to be control led. The control and 
sensing funct ions carried out by the re
gional processors are usually simple, 
but require large computer capacity. 
When an exchange is extended, region
al processors are added according to 
need. This way of distr ibut ing computer 
capacity gives good economy over a 
large range of exchange sizes. The cen
tral processor handles the more compl i 
cated funct ions and interworks with the 
regional processors via a bus system. 

The control system is designed bearing 
in mind PLEX.theAXE 10 high-level lan
guage. There is good conformity be
tween the PLEX phrases and the ma
chine instructions. The control system 
is also adapted to the strict division of 
the software into modules and the for
malized interworking between the mod
ules. All these factors contr ibute to give 
system AXE 10 its good handling prop
erties and high software reliability. 

The control processor is dupl icated and 
the two processor parts work in syn
chronism, one actively and the other in 
the standby mode ready to take over in
stantly if a fault occurs in the active part. 
There is cont inuous comparison of the 
results from the two processor parts, 
which makes it possible to detect faults 
immediately. A hardware fault in the ac
tive processor wil l not interfere with the 

traffic handl ing, because the standby 
part wil l take over the control wi thout 
any interrupt ion of the work. The faulty 
processor part then changes over to 
automatic fault f inding 

AXE 10 in the network 
Studies of the network structure and 
network economy when using PCM sys
tems, digital group selectors and re
mote subscriber stages have been pub
lished previously3. 

Digital transmission systems, PCM sys
tems, make it possible to increase the 
number of circuits on exist ing cables 
and in exist ing ducts. Expensive dig
ging operations can be avoided or 
postponed. Consequently for the dis
tances that are common in urban and 
rural networks, namely 5 - 5 0 km, the in
vestment costs of PCM are often lower 
than the corresponding costs of physi
cal or carrier circuits. 

If the interconnect ion of the transmis
sion links is also made digital, by means 
of digital group selectors, the expense 
of modulat ion equipment in the connec
tion point is avoided. This increases the 
economical distance range for PCM to 
0 - 1 0 0 km. 

The use of remote subscriber stages, 
connected to AXE 10 via PCM systems 
and placed between the primary and 
secondary networks, greatly reduces 
the need of cable in the primary net
work. The extra costs caused by the re
mote placing are small compared with 
the reduction in cable cost. Remote sub
scriber stages can also be used to ex
tend old exchanges in urban networks 
and to replace parts of old exchanges 
which have to be dismantled. 

The advantages of digital technology 
that have been discussed here apply not 
only for AXE 10 but also for other digital 
systems with similar facil i t ies. The 
unique feature of AXE 10 is that the 
same system is used throughout the net
work and for all sizes of exchange. 

Figs. 1 a - d i l lustrate how AXE 10 is built 
up of a system nucleus to which dif
ferent subsystems are added for dif
ferent appl icat ions. There are only small 
differences between different types of 



Fig. 7a 
Definition of the distribution of the reference 
equivalent. 
•The percentage of calls having a reference 
equivalent ax dB 

The reference equivalent is a subjective measure 
of the quality of a connection set up between two 
subscribers. It defines the sound level of the 
speech expressed in decibels (dB) relative an 
international standard (NOSFER) set by CCITT in 
Geneva. The reference equivalent is affected by 
all attenuation and amplification on the connec
tion and by the electrical and acoustic charac
teristics of the microphone and the receiver. It 
should be neither too high (= too low sound level 
in the called subscriber's receiver) nor too low 
(= too high sound level). The optimum value is 
about fO dB. 

The distribution of the reference equivalent for 
the calls set up during the busy hour gives a 
picture of the transmission quality of the network. 
The distribution takes into account the type of 
traffic and the traffic intensity, i.e. common types 
of connections have greater effect than rare 
types 

exchanges and it has therefore proved 
useful to combine equipment for dif
ferent appl icat ions in one and the same 
exchange. In the long run the number of 
different levels in the network hierarchy 
can be reduced in this way. The fol low
ing examples il lustrate the principle. 

A local tandem exchange wil l have the 
same transmission properties as a tran
sit exchange when the four-wire digital 
group selector is used in both ex
changes. If certain funct ion blocks in 
the charging subsystem, CHS, are add
ed to the tandem exchange and its traf
fic routing and control subsystem, TCS, 
is supplemented by routing data for out
going trunk traffic, the tandem ex
change can work as a national transit 
exchange, f ig. 1c. In this way the load on 
older transit exchanges in the network 
can be reduced. 

A transit exchange can be supple-

Diagram 7b shows the distribution of the refer

ence equivalent for four different types of net

work shown in fig. 7c: 
1. Analog network, four-wire transit exchanges, 

four-wire trunk lines, two-wire local exchanges, 
two-wire lines between the local exchanges 
and between local and transit exchanges. 

2. As in 1), but with an occasional PCM line 
instead of long two-wire lines. 

3. As in 2), but with digital local exchanges 
always connected to the other exchanges by 
means of PCM. 

4. Digital network, remote subscriber stages, only 
the subscriber lines remain analog and two-
wire. 

Fig. 7c 
Four different types of network 

mented with subscriber stages and sub
scriber services (subsystems SSS and 
SUS) and then becomes a primary cen
tre with a combined local and transit 
funct ion, f ig. 1b. This is an economical ly 
attractive alternative for small towns 
and rural areas. 

In order fo further i l lustrate the pos
sibil it ies of system AXE 10, some points 
regarding transmission, synchroniza
t ion, signal l ing and charging are sum
marized below. 

Transmission 
Telephone networks normally have 
four-wire long-distance connections 
and four-wire transit exchanges. The 
changeover f rom four-wire to two-wire 
work ing takes place on the lines to the 
local exchanges, either in the transit or 
the local exchange. When four-wire dig
ital group selectors are introduced in 
the local exchange, the four-wire work-

Analog two-wire local exchange 

Analog four-wire transit exchange 

Digital local exchange 

Digital transit exchange 

Remote subscriber stage 

Analog four-wire trunk circuit 
Analog two-wire junction and subscriber line 

Digital circuits 

Fig. 7b 
The distribution of the reference equivalent for 
four different types of network 



Fig. 8a 

The most impor tan t ne twork synchronization 
me thods . Plesiochronous opera t ion uses inde
pendently oscillating clocks wi th a high degree of 
accuracy. Automa t ic frequency control is used 
for the synchronous opera t ion 

Fig. 8b 
Synchronization in AXE 10 

NS Function block for network synchronization 
PCD PCM terminal device, for analog lines 
ETC Exchange terminal circuit, for digital lines 
CLM Clock module 
VCXO Voltage controlled crystal oscillator 
« _ • • Clock control, internally and over outgoing 

digital lines 
— Plesiochronous and master synchronization 
— M M Slave and mutual synchronization 

ing can be extended so that only the 
subscriber lines remain two-wire. This 
result can be achieved early in parts of 
the network if digital exchanges and 
PCM systems are introduced at the 
same time, figs. 7 a - c . 

One advantage of the extended four-
wire work ing is that different calls in the 
network wil l have similar attenuation, 
measured between the subscriber line 
inputs. Any differences in attenuation 
are caused by the fact that analog four-
wire lines have a certain, low attenua
t ion. Circuits containing only digital 
links, which are interconnected with 
digital equipment, will not give different 
attenuation for different calls. 

The differences in attenuation that re-

main for different calls are mainly 
caused by the attenuation in the primary 
and secondary networks. The dif
ferences can be reduced by connect ing 
remote groups of subscribers via re
motely placed subscriber stages. The 
Drimary networks between the parent 
exchanges and the remote stages then 
consist of a number of PCM links wi th
out any attenuation. 

If two-wire junct ion lines have to be con
nected to digital exchanges with four-
wire through-connect ion, it is advisable 
to check the distr ibut ion of attenuation 
in the network and take the opportuni ty 
to balance the two-wire lines wel l . Str in
gent demands determine the permissi
ble attenuation and delay/frequency dis
tort ion of each four-wire loop. The 
margin fo rs ing ing caused by osci l lat ion 
must be adequate, the contr ibut ion of 
the loop to echoes must be low and the 
attenuation distort ion must also be kept 
within certain, narrow limits. In addit ion 
the permissible number of four-wire 
loops in the whole circuit is l imited. 

Synchronization 
Synchronism in a digital network means 
that all l inks in the network have the 
same bit rate. If the incoming rate on a 
circuit through the station is higher than 
the outgoing rate for the same speech 
direction there will not be time to send 
on all 8-bit words. A word wil l be lost at 
regular intervals and there is then a slip 
in the connect ion. The slip rate is depen
dent on the difference in speed between 
the two connected links. 

The bit t iming in AXE 10 is provided by a 
clock system, which for reasons of safe
ty contains three clocks that work in par
allel. The clock systems can be contro l 
led in different ways by means of 
regulating circuits, depending on the 
synchronizat ion plan used for the sys
tem2 3 . The simplest way is the master-
slave method, which means that one of 
the exchanges, for example a transit ex-
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change, provides the timing for the 
other exchanges through the bit flows 
to these exchanges. Other methods give 
different types of mutual synchroniza
tion. Control information is then trans
mitted between the clocks in the net
work so that they affect each other. 
Finally there is plesiochronous opera
tion, which means that the exchanges 
work independently of each other, but 
with such a high degree of accuracy, for 
example 10 n , that slip occurs very sel
dom. Fig. 8a shows different synchro
nization methods and fig. 8b how they 
are implemented in AXE 10. 

Signalling 
Anew telephone exchange must be able 
to interwork smoothly with the existing 
exchanges in the surrounding network. 
AXE 10 is designed to suit all types of 
markets and meet the signalling condi
tions of the different networks, which 
can vary greatly from case to case. LM 
Ericsson systems are operating in net
works all round the world, satisfying 
very different national requirements, 
and the experience thus gained has 
been drawn upon in the designing of 
AXE 10. The influence exerted by dif
ferent signalling characteristics has 
been confined to a limited number of 
function blocks, assembled in a sepa
rate subsystem, TSS. 

Common channel signalling is an alter
native for stored program controlled ex
changes. This type of signalling offers 
many advantages for both local and 
trunk networks. The signalling between 
two exchanges takes place over a data 
link, which is used jointly by many 
speech channels. There are two dif
ferent methods, associated signalling 
and non-associated signalling, fig. 10. 
Associated signalling is used for routes 
with many lines, which can carry the 
cost of their own signalling links. Non-
associated signalling is used for small 
routes, which jointly use signalling links 
via a signal transfer point, STP, which is 
placed centrally in the network. 

Common channel signalling can be 
used in both analog and digital net
works, but it is particularly attractive in 
digital networks, since 
- the signalling takes place in PCM time 

slots, at a transmission speed of 64 
kbit/s 

- no special modem equipment is 
needed 

- the high bit speed enables a large 
number of speech channels to use the 
same signalling link 

- large amounts of signalling informa
tion can be transmitted for each 
speech channel. 

Fig. 9 
Magazine for ETC (Exchange Terminal Circuit) 
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Fig. 10 
The methods for common channel signalling 

Common channel signalling can of 
course be used for AXE 10. The system 
is primarily adapted to CCITT signalling 
system no. 7, for which a subsystem has 
been developed, designated CCS. The 
subsystem has all the functions that are 
required for sending and receiving over 
the signalling links, for example pro
cedures for error supervision and re
questing a repeat transmission if a fault 
occurs. If there is a break on a signalling 
link it will be detected by CCS and the 
traffic will be switched to a standby link. 
The signalling links can be reallocated 
on a routine basis, either locally from 
the terminal equipment in an exchange 
or centrally from an operation and main
tenance centre 

Charging 
The charging subsystem, CHS, in AXE 
10 is provided with full traffic analysis 
facilities. It can be used in all types of 
exchanges. For example, the choice of 
tariff for any outgoing call can be made 
in the local exchange. Alternatively the 
choice of tariff can take place in a supe
rior transit exchange in the same way as 
in LM Ericsson's crossbar systems. The 
charging information is then transmit
ted to the local exchange by means of 
metering pulses, or is recorded centrally 
in the transit exchange, toll ticketing. 

the data store are copied regularly on to 
a cassette tape. With toll ticketing the A-
number, B-number, date, timeand dura
tion of the call are recorded. The data 
are regularly output on to a magnetic 
tape or a cassette tape. The tape with 
the charging data is then transported to 
the administrative centre of the network 
for processing. Alternatively the charg
ing data can be transmitted from the 
AXE 10 exchanges to the administrative 
centre over data links. The transmission 
is then remotely controlled from an op
eration and maintenance centre. 

Operation and maintenance 
The operation and maintenance of tele
phone networks with AXE 10 exchanges 
has been described in detail in previous 
articles15. 

The operation and maintenance of AXE 
10 is simple. It is only in exceptional 
cases that staff with comprehensive 
knowledge of the system have to inter
vene. The basic concept is that the avail
able, ordinary staff who are trained in 
the maintenance of crossbar systems, 
and who undergo a supplementary 
course in AXE 10, should be able to car
ry out the normal operation and mainte
nance of AXE 10 with the operational 
manual as the main aid. 

With pulse metering the pulses step the 
subscriber's counter in the data store. 
For reasons of security the contents of 

The quality of service is checked by 
means of supervision of all connections 
through the exchange. This provides 

Input data 

Traffic from subscribers, traffic 
matrices, blocking and transmis
sion conditions, traffic routing 
principles, the cost of exchanges, 
network and transmission equip
ments etc. 

Linking the exchange to the net
work by specifying the name and 
destination of connected routes, 
the number of devices etc. 

Fault rate and permissible short
age risk per unit. Total number of 
units of each type and the re
placement time. 

Optimization of telephone 
networks with the aid of 

PLANET 

Preparation of commands 
for traffic data with the aid of 

TRAFDATA 

Optimization of the size of the 
spares store with the aid of 

RESEX 

Fig. 11 
Some ADP aids for administering networks and 
exchanges. These aids simplify the work and 

> thu mialitv 

Output data 

Optimum number and position of 
exchanges and size of exchange 
areas, optimum cable types, cost 
accounting, number of subscrib
ers in each exchange, detailed 
route and routing descriptions 
etc. 

Cassette with commands ready 
for input in the exchange and 
check printouts. 

The required number of replace
ment units of each of the 150-
200 types that can occur. 
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more complete informat ion than the 
routine generat ion of test connect ions. 
It also provides informat ion concerning 
subscriber behaviour. The equipment 
and software for routine testing have 
been reduced to a min imum. Thus the 
personnel are not burdened with rou
tine tests and the subsequent analysis 
work. 

The strict division of the system into 
funct ion blocks with standardized sig
nalling interfaces means that new func
tional blocks can be introduced and 
funct ion blocks can be replaced wi thout 
the other blocks being affected. Con
sequently funct ional changes can be 
carried out dur ing operation without 
disturbing the traffic in progress. 

The operation and maintenance sub
system OMS in AXE is equipped with a 
wide range of funct ions and procedures 
for supervision, fault locating and clear
ing, col lect ing statistics and administra
t ion. In these respects the system is de
signed to work independently in the 
network and to be operated by the oper
ation and maintenance staff in the ex
change. AXE 10 also contains com
prehensive funct ions for remote control 
of these activities. 

LM Er icssons operation and mainte
nance system AOM 101 is used for such 
remote control . It provides many faci l i 
ties for organizing the activities of a 
number of centres specializing in dif
ferent types of work, such as mainte
nance of subscriber lines, sales, traffic 
observation etc. These centres can be 
situated in different places to suit the 
activity in question. 

Auxiliary systems for AXE 10 
A number of auxiliary systems have 
been developed for AXE 10. These make 
it easier for administrat ions to adminis
ter the networks and exchanges6 . By 
means of these auxiliary systems, f ig. 
11. it is possible to 

- optimize different types of telephone 
networks 

- prepare f loor plans, cabl ing informa
tion and other documentat ion for 
AXE 10 exchanges 

- prepare commands in order to equip 
the exchanges with traffic data for the 
initial start and major operational 
changes 

- provide operational support in cases 
of compl icated faults, in the planning 
and introduct ion of new or modif ied 
funct ions and also in the administra
t ion of fault reports received from the 
network 

- simplify the stocking of spares by op
t imizing the posit ion and size of the 
stores. 

Some other aids that should also be 
mentioned are training packages for 
AXE 10 and documentat ion for ex
changes and work centres. 

Conclusion 
The basic aim when developing system 
AXE 10 was to create a uni form and flex
ible system that was easy to operate and 
which remained up to date. As can be 
seen from this article this aim has been 
achieved, thanks partly to the clear and 
regular structure of the system. 

The basic development work on AXE 10 
has now been completed and the sys
tem has been adapted to suit several 
different markets. However, research 
and development work is proceeding in 
step with technical advances, so that 
new developments in the fields of com
ponents, processor technique, network 
structure and subscriber services can 
be uti l ized. 

System AXE 10 has now been intro
duced or is being introduced in more 
than 20 countr ies. 
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Operation and Maintenance Functions 
in ASB 100 and ASB 900 

Rolf Morlinger 

ASB 100 and ASB 900 are modern, stored program controlled PABXs for 20- 108 
and 60-960 extensions respectively. The stored program control. SPC. is utilized 
to provide the systems with advanced functions, not only for telephony but also 
for operation and maintenance. The basic principles are the same for the two 
systems, but certain functions that require large program volume are provided 
only in ASB 900. 

This article gives a detailed description of the operation and maintenance 
functions in ASB 900. with comments on the features of ASB 100. General 
descriptions of ASB 100' and ASB 9002 have previously been published in 
Ericsson Review. 

UDC 621.395.2 The PABXs ASB 100 and ASB 900 be
long to the same system family. They are 
both built up using the cabinet con
struction practice BYB 201, are control
led by identical miniprocessors, an 
APN 163, and have identical operators' 
sets. There are also great similarit ies as 
regards the component ranges, circuit 
designs, programming methods and fa
cilities. 

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram for ASB 
900, which, with a few except ions, is the 
same as the diagram for ASB 100. The 
maximum number of devices is of 
course considerably higher for ASB 900 
than for ASB 100. Moreover ASB 900 
can be equipped with MFC receivers for 
direct in-dial l ing. 

The memory technologies are different 
in the two systems. ASB 900 has random 
access memories for both programs 
and data. A cassette recorder is built 
i n to theexchangeand provides memory 
back-up. ASB 100 has programmable 
read only memories for the programs 
and battery-protected random access 
memories for the data. 

Both systems are normally equipped 
with a single control system, but when a 
very high degree of reliability is re
quired, the control system, can be dupl i 
cated in ASB 900, using the active/pas
sive method. 

Fig. 1 
Block diagram of ASB 900 and ASB 100, giving 
the maximum number of devices of each type. 
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Fig. 2 
The structure of commands 

Man-machine 
communication 
Efficient man-machine communicat ion 
is a prerequisite for rationel execut ion 
of most operation and maintenance 
funct ions in an SPC exchange. 

All communicat ion betweeen the opera
tion and maintenance staff and the ASB 
systems takes place via standard type 
I/O terminals. Portable typewriter termi
nals are normally used. The man-ma
chine laguage is based on English and is 
a subset of the CCITT MML (Man-Ma
chine Language). The language con
sists of commands, acknowledgements 
and edited printouts. 

Both systems have commands for 
- the handl ing of exchange data 
- fault localization 
- the verif ication of repairs 
- traffic recording. 

In addit ion ASB 900 has commands for 
minor program changes. 

A command consists of two parts, a 
command code and a parameter, see 
f ig. 2. The command codes consists of 
five-letter mnemonics. 

Each command in ASB 900 can be allo
cated to any one of six possible autho
rization classes, and each such class 
can be given an arbitrary pass word of 
up to 6 characters. Different personnel 

categories can thus be given access to 
different parts of the total quantity of 
commands. 

The standardized I/O interface of the 
ASB systems makes it possible to con
nect up to remote terminals via modem 
circuits. The most economical method, 
shown in f ig. 3, is then to use switched 
connect ions. In this way changes in the 
exchange data, fault f inding and traffic 
recording can be carried out f rom a dis
tance, and operat ion and maintenance 
centres can be set up, each of which 
serves a large number of PAXBs. 

As a mater of curiosity it may be men
t ioned that when the first ASB 100 ex
change was installed in Belgium (1978), 
a fault in the exchange could be lo
calized and the exchange data pro
grammed f rom Stockholm, Sweden. 

Loading programs and data 
The ASB 900 software is loaded into the 
exchange store f rom the built- in cas
sette tape recorder. The program tape 
does not contain any information re
garding the store addresses of the vari
ous program units, only their numbers. 
The reason for this is that the system has 
automatic funct ions for store al location, 
which makes it possible to load the vari
ous program units in any order, and in 
one or several batches. 

The exchange data are loaded by means 
of commands f rom an I/O terminal, ei
ther on the spot or prepared in advance 
in order to reduce the amount of work 
needed on site. In the latter case either 
the PABX itself or a separate ASB 900 
control system is used to prepare a load
ing tape, which contains both programs 
and data. It then takes only three to four 
minutes on site to load the system from 
such a tape. 

In ASB 100 the programs are stored in 
permanent memories of the PROM type, 
and only the exchange data need be 
loaded on site. In the case of a mains 
failure the exchange data are preserved 
for up to 100 hours with the aid of bat
teries mounted on the memory boards. 
As an alternative the exchange data can 
therefore be programmed elsewhere if 
the transport to the instal lat ion site is 
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Fig. 4 
The software for ASB 900 can be modified or 
extended without disturbing the operation of the 
exchange 

Fig. 3 
Centralized operation and maintenance. The 
handling ot exchange data, tault localization and 
traffic recording for ASB 900 and ASB 100 can be 
carried out from an operation and maintenance 

Modifying and 
supplementing the software 
A modified or new program unit can be 
loaded in ASB 900 without the other pro
gram units having to be reloaded. As 
can be seen from fig. 4, it is also possible 
to test the modified or new function on 
site before it is put into operation. This is 
done by marking the program unit in 
such a way that it is only accessible to 
test traffic. Small program changes can 
also be carried out from an I/O terminal 
by means of commands, so-called 
patching. 

Up-to-date information regarding the 
state of the PABX software is useful after 
any change in the programs. Printout of 
the article number and revision code of 
all program units included in an ASB 
900 is initiated with a command. 

Handling of exchange data 
from and I/O terminal 
As has already been mentioned, com
mands are provided that make it very 
easy to handle data concerning, for ex
ample: 
- extensions 
- number analysis 
- routes 
- abbreviated dialling 
- group hunting. 

As far as possible, the commands used 
are identical for the two systems. A few 
commands for extension data are de
scribed below in order to illustrate the 
simplicity of handling. 

If, for example, a new extension with the 
directory number 1234 and the category 
code 32010203 is to be connected to 
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Fig. 5 
I/O terminals are used in the ASB systems, for 
example for programming the exchange data. The 
terminal in the picture is portable and weighs 
only 5 kg 

multiple posit ion 0001, the fo l lowing 
command is given: 

EXTEI:1234,0001.32010203; 

The command code means EXTEnsion 
Initiate. 

When data are first loaded into a new 
PABX, series of extensions with con
secutive directory numbers and com
mon category codes are often con
nected to consecutive mult iple posi
tions. The command above can then be 
used in a more powerful way: 

EXTEI.1241&&1244,0002,32000103, 

This command means that four exten
sions with the directory numbers 1241 
up to and including 1244 and the cate
gory code 32000103 are connected to 
the mult iple posit ions 0002 to 0005 This 
command can very well be used even if 
any of the extensions has a different cat
egory code, since this can easily be cor
rected afterwards with the command: 

EXCAC:1242,36000103; 

The command code means Extension 
CAtegory Change, and changes the cat
egory code of extension 1242 to 
36000103. 

If a printout of the data for the exten
sions connected to mult iple posit ions 
0001-0005 is desired, the fo l lowing 
command is given: 

EXEDP:0001&&0005; 

The command means Extension Equip
ment Data Print and the system gives the 
fol lowing pr intout: 

EXTENSION DATA 

EQNO 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
END 

DIR NO 

1234 
1241 
1242 
1243 
1244 

CATEGORY 

32010203 
32000103 
36000103 
32000103 
32000103 

There are also commands for 
- moving an extension to a new mult i 

ple posit ion 

- pr intout of extension data in directory 
number order 

- pr intout of free directory numbers 
and mult iple posit ions 

- erasing extension data. 

The systems automatical ly control that 
the data that are being input are not 
contradicted by the data already in the 
store. For example, it is impossible to 
allocate the same directory number to 
two different mult iple positions, or to 
give an extension a directory number 
that falls outside the extension number 
seriesthat isdef ined in the numberanal-
ysis data. 

The data that describe the actual hard
ware equipment need not be pro
grammed into the ASB systems. These 
data are input by automatic detection of 
the equipment and can also be output 
on command. This feature saves time 
both when taking the PABXs into service 
and when extending them. 

Handling of exchange data 
from the operator's set 
The ASB systems offer a number of so
phisticated telephone funct ions. In 
order to be able to use them rationally it 
must be possible to change the corre
sponding exchange data easily and effi
ciently. It would not be rational to have 
operating staff visit ing the PABX for this 
purpose. The systems are therefore de
signed so that the PABX operators are 
able to carry out the most common data 
changes from their sets. One or two-
digit funct ion codes are then used in
stead of command codes, f ig. 6. In this 
way data for the fo l lowing funct ions can 
be programmed: 
- n u m b e r group 

- al location of category to extensions 
- common and individual abbreviated 

dial l ing 
- trunk call d iscr iminat ion 
- group hunt ing 
- call diversion 
- night service connect ion. 

However, the operat ion staff can, by 
means of a command from an I/O termi
nal, l imit the facil i t ies of the telephone 
operators to an opt ional part of the 
above-mentioned funct ions. 
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Fig. 6 
The operators can carry out the most common 
types of data changes from their sets. The 
illustration shows the changing of extension 
category 

tion of frequent data changes in ASB 
900, facilities have been provided for 
carrying out the programming of indi
vidual abbreviated dialling and the fol-
low-me function from extensions with 
push-button dialling. 

Supervision 
ASB 900 is equipped with a large num
ber of automatic supervisory functions. 

The control system is supervised in the 
following ways: 
- time supervision of the program ex

ecution. This function, which is real
ized in hardware, detects if the pro
gram execution gets into a loop state 
or stops completely 

- error rate supervision (parity faults, 
improbable program and hardware 
signals etc.) 

- periodic, automatic function testing 
of: 
• processor 
• program and data store 
• cassette tape recorder 
• bus system 
• circuits for automatic changeover 

between the control systems. 

The counter is stepped down towards 
zero once for each seizure and stepped 
up an adjustable number of steps for 
each disturbance. By disturbance is 
meant, for example, time releases and 
very short holding times. The behaviour 
of the extensions will of course some
times cause the counter to show greater 
quantities than the ideal value of zero, 
but the probability is very large that it is 
only real faults that will cause the coun
ter to reach the alarm limit, which is set 
to 255. 

Fuses and battery equipment are also 
supervised in ASB 900. 

For obvious reasons the mean time be
tween faults will be longer in ASB 100 
than in the considerably larger ASB 900, 
and if a fault occurs it is usually soon 
discovered by the users. The automatic 
supervision in ASB 100 has therefore 
been limited to: 
- time supervision of the program ex

ecution 
- error rate supervision of the control 

system 
- supervision of the battery charging 

equipment. 

In PABXs with a duplicated control sys
tem the above-mentioned supervisory 
functions are carried out by both the 
active and the passive control system in 
order to ensure, as far as possible, that 
the passive system is in full working 
order in case it becomes necessary to 
change over. 

The switching system is supervised in 
the following ways: 
- periodic, automatic function testing 

of 
• tone and ringing generators 
• senders and receivers for the dial

ling tone 
• senders and receivers for the key-

sending tones 
- error rate supervision per 

• trunk circuit 
• local junctor 
• link in the B stage of the switch 
• MFC receiver for direct in-dialling 

traffic. 

The error rate supervision is carried out 
with the aid of data from the actual traf
fic. Each device that is being supervised 
is allocated a counter in the data store. 

Automatic action when a 
fault is detected 
The standard action when a fault is de
tected is that the system gives an alarm 
in the way described in the next section. 

If the fault concerns the control system 
an attempt at restart is made automat
ically. In ASB 900 this includes the re
loading of programs and data from the 
cassette tape recorder. In PABXs with a 
duplicated control system automatic 
changeover to the standby system will 
also take place. 

If a fault is detected during the supervi
sion of individual devices in ASB 900, 
the faulty device is marked as the last 
choice. This is done in order to limit the 
effect of the faulty device on the traffic. 

Alarm functions 
Each of the supervisory functions in 
ASB 900 has been allocated an alarm 
code in the system. Thus the error rate 
supervision of trunk circuits has one 
code, the same function for local June-
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tors has another code etc. Each such 
alarm code can then be assigned to any 
one of three fault alarm classes, which 
can have the following significance: 
Class 1: Immediate action 
Class 2: Immediate action during day

time 
Class 3: Action at a suitable time 

When a fault is detected the alarm class, 
alarm code and identity of the faulty unit 
are stored in an alarm table in the ex
change data store. The alarm is indi
cated by means of a lamp on the opera
tors' sets, but it can also be indicated on 
a separate alarm panel, which contains 
one lamp per alarm class. 

The operator can order the system to 
indicate alarm class and alarm code 
when the alarm lamp is lit. These data 
are presented on the digit display on the 
operator's set. The operator passes on 
this information to the maintenance 
section, which is then able to send out a 

man to the PABX with the necessary 
spare parts, at a time appropriate for the 
seriousness of the fault. The mainte
nance man is also able to obtain a 
printout of all the information in the 
alarm table via an I/O terminal, fig. 7. 

ASB 100 has only a few alarm functions 
and the sources of the faults are indi
cated by means of the alarm lamp in the 
operator's set in the following way: 
- Steady light Program execution 

alarm 
- Slow flickering Error rate alarm 
- Rapid flicker- Battery charging 

ing alarm 

Fault localization and 
clearing 
The alarm data provided by ASB 900 
normally provide all the information that 
is required to pinpoint the faulty unit. In 
addition, both ASB 900 and ASB 100 
are equipped with facilities for ordering 

If the system detects a fault, an alarm lamp is lit 
in the operator's set. The operator can then order 
the system to indicate the alarm class and alarm 
code. The alarm code gives the type of device 
and type of fault 

ALDAP ; 

ALARM DATA 

CLASS 

2 

END 

CODE 

02 

DEV TYPE 

TSC 

DEV NO 

001 

The maintenance man can, via an I/O terminal, 
request a printout giving the alarm class, alarm 
code and name and number of the faulty device 
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- program control led funct ion testing 
of 
• processor 
• program and data store 
• local junctors 
• tone senders 
• tone receivers 

- control led test connect ions 
- printout of device states. 

When a fault has been localized with the 
aid of alarm data or any of the above 
funct ions, the fo l lowing repair routine is 
normally fo l lowed: 
- blocking the device or devices on the 

faulty printed board assembly 
- changing the faulty printed board as

sembly 
- testing the new printed board assem

bly with the aid of program-control led 
funct ion tests or control led test con
nections 

- deblocking the device or devices on 
the new printed board assembly. 

ASB 900 is also equipped with sophisti
cated funct ions for localizing program 
faults. For example, it is possible to set 
up break points at different levels in the 
program system by means of com
mands. When such a break point is 
passed in the program execution, a 
printout is obtained of the contents of 
the central processor registers and a 
number of previously specified data 
areas. 

Traffic recording 
Both in ASB 900 and ASB 100 it is possi
ble to order, by means of commands, 
the col lect ion and printout of traffic rec
ording data for all device groups that 
carry traffic, namely 

- routes 
- local junctors 
- operators' sets 
- tone senders and tone receivers. 

The fol lowing data are col lected in ASB 
900 dur ing 15 minutes long recording 
periods, the number of which is spec
ified in the start command: 
- the traffic, in erlangs 
- the number of seizure attempts 
- the number of cases of congest ion 

towards outgoing routes and local 
junctors 

- the number of calls queueing for ac
cess to operators, tone senders and 
tone receivers 

- mean length of the queues to the op
erators. 

The first printout takes place after an 
hour and contains the compi led data 
from the four first recording periods. 
After this a printout is made every 15 
minutes with data for the last hour. Thus 
printout no. 2 contains data f rom rec
ording periods nos. 2 - 5 . 

The traffic recording data can be stored 
on a cassette tape recorder for a later 
printout instead of an immediate one. It 
is also possible to order the system to 
start the traffic recording automatical ly 
at a certain t ime, for a number of con
secutive days. 

The need of traffic recording is consid
erably less in ASB 100. In this system the 
funct ion is l imited to the col lect ion and 
printout of the amount of traffic per de
vice group. In this case also, the data are 
collected in periods of 15 minutes, but 
the printout after each such period con
tains only the data for the latest period. 
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Antenna System for 
the EXOSAT Satellite 

E. Roland Karlsson 

EXOSAT is a satellite for scientific observations. It is equipped with instruments 
for measuring x-ray-radiation in space. The instruments will be aligned by 
orientating the whole satellite towards the x-ray source concerned. An 
omnidirectional antenna system is therefore essential for communication with 
earth. 
The antenna system for EXOSAT has been developed and manufactured by LM 
Ericsson. The system consists of two antennas, each of which radiates over more 
than half a sphere. The antenna elements are cone-shaped spirals. Each antenna 
consists of four spirals with associated feeding device. In this article the design 
of the antenna elements and the optimizing of their position on the satellite are 
described, as well as the extensive measurements of performance that have been 
carried out using LM Ericsson's new automatic antenna measurement 
equipment. 

UDC 621.396.67 
621.371 36 

Fig. 1 
A model of the satellite with an antenna mounted 
on a 2 m long boom, top left 

EXOSAT is a triaxially stabilized satel
lite, which will orbit the earth in a strong
ly elliptical path. Its greatest distance 
from earth will be 200 000 km. The satel
lite is equipped with various instru
ments for measuring x-ray-radiation in 
space. The instruments will be aligned 
by orientating the whole satellite to
wards the actual x-ray source. 

The satellite is being developed for the 
European Space Agency, with the West 
German company Messserschmitt-
Bdlkow-Blohm as main contractor. Dur
ing the spring of 1977 LM Ericsson was 
given the task of designing the antenna 
system. The measurements of the per
formance of the completed units for the 
satellite were completed in January 
1980. The launching is planned for the 
spring of 1981. 

The antenna system will be used for two-
way traffic. Control data for the satellite 
will be sent from earth, and measuring 
data and information regarding the dif
ferent satellite subsystems are to be 
transmitted to earth. 

Requirements for the 
antenna system 
The position of the satellite relative 
earth is determined by the direction to 
the x-ray source concerned and the or
bit of the satellite. This means that the 
satellite can be aligned arbitrarily in 
space. The antenna system must there
fore be omnidirectiontal. However, the 
satellite movements are slow, which 
means that the requirement for an om
nidirectional antenna can be moderated 
slightly, and it is therefore possible to 
use two antennas, each of which radi
ates over more than half a sphere, if the 
switching between such antennas can 
be done quickly enough. 

The antenna system must operate in the 
S-band, atafrequency of 2.1 GHzforthe 
link up to the satellite and 2.3 GHz in the 
other direction. The polarization must 
be circular. The lowest power gain of the 
antenna in the critical downward direc
tion is - 3 dBi and in the upward direc
tion - 8 dBi. (The antenna gain is mea
sured relative an ideal omnidirectional 
antenna; i = isotropic). These limits are 
to be metforall possible positionsof the 
large panel of solar cells, which will al
ways be turned towards the sun, fig. 1. 
This panel causes strong reflections 
which worsen the performance of the 
antenna system. Since the satellite will 
sometimes have to carry out measure
ments towards the same source for a 
long time, extreme temperatures will 
prevail. The lowest temperature for an 
antenna shadowed from the sun is cal-
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180° 

Fig. 3 
The equivalent diagram for a balun 

tha t theantennawi l l be electrically heat
ed. The highest temperature for an an
tenna in the sunl ight wil l be about 
+ 1 0 0 0 . 

Antenna design 
Choice of antenna type 
When a spacecraft is to be equipped 
with an omnidirect ional antenna system 
which operates at wavelengths that are 
several times shorter than the dimen
sions of the spacecraft, several antenna 
units must be used, placed several 
wavelengths apart. This causes inter
ference in the areas where the antenna 
diagrams overlap. In the case of EXO-
SAT such interference is avoided by 
using only one antenna unit at a t ime. 
The two antenna units point in opposite 
directions, and the active unit is being 
selected by a switch. 

All radiation that reaches the satellite is 
reflected against it and causes un
desirable disturbances in directions 
where radiation is wanted. In order to 
reduce such disturbances, each of the 
two EXOSAT antennas is placed at the 
end of a separate 2 m long boom. One of 
the antennas can be seen in the top left-
hand corner of f ig. 1. Posit ioning the 
antennas in this way also helps to re
duce the radiation back towards the sat
ellite. In this posit ion the radiation is at a 
maximum in an area that is 5° larger than 
a half sphere and at a min imum in a 130° 
cone backwards. 

The most suitable type of antenna was 
considered to bea typeo f spiral antenna 
usually called a resonant quadnf i lar he
lix. This consists of four short spirals, 
which are fed at the same ampl i tude but 
at different phases, namely 0°, 90°, 180° 
and 270°. 

Antenna optimization 
A computer program intended for ana
lyzing antennas built up of wires was 
used to calculate the performance of 
several different antenna alternatives. 
The parameters that were altered were 
the number of turns per spiral and the 
pitch, radius and cone angle of the spi
ral. The final spiral shape is shown in f ig. 
2. The structure is only partly resonant, 
approximately 10% of the current being 
reflected where the spirals are short-cir
cuited at the base. 

Feeding 
The antenna spirals can be fed either 
from the front or the rear. Front-end 
feeding gave the best result. The feed
ing cables must therefore be placed in 
the centre of the antenna. Fig. 2 shows 
how this is done. The feeding network 
that provides the four spirals with the 
correct signals consists of a 90° hybrid 
and two baluns (balancing units). The 
90° hybrid has one input and two out
puts. There is 90° phase difference be
tween the two outputs. The hybrid is 
manufactured using stripl ine technol
ogy and consists of a laminate with 
seven layers. On each side there is, f rom 
the outside in, an earth plane, an insula-

Fig. 2 
The antenna. 
The 90° stripline hybrid is placed in the housing 
which is fixed to the base. One of the coaxial 
cables that feed the antenna can be seen along 
the centre of the framework that supports the 

Antenna impedance 
Coaxial cable impedance 
Impedance of the balanced line 
Line length 
Balanced line 
Unbalanced line 



To the 90 hybr id 

Fig. 4 
The coupling of the balun system, at the front end 
of the antenna, to the four spirals 

Fig. 5 
Schematic drawing of the mathematical satellite 
model that was used for the theoretical calcula
tion of the optimum antenna location 

tor and a conduct ing plane, and in the 
centre a thin insulator. The balun, f ig. 3, 
consists of a coupl ing between a sym
metrical and an unsymmetr ical conduc
tor, which gives the desired 180 : phase 
shift for opposite spirals in the antenna. 
Fig. 4 shows how the two coaxial cables 
from the hybrid are connected to the 
antenna wires and to the coaxial cables 
in opposit ion. The centre conductors in 
the cables in opposi t ion are only a few 
centimetres long. The screens of the 
coaxial cables are used as short-cir
cuited pairs in order to obtain imped
ance matching between the feeding net
work and the antenna spirals. 

Manufacture 
The antenna spirals are formed of beryl
lium copper in a special tool , in which 
they are also heat treated in order to 
avoid deformation dur ing assembly and 
handling. The spirals are mounted on a 
framework of glass fibre reinforced 
plastic, which in turn is placed on an 
aluminium base. This base also forms 
the housing for the stripl ine circuit in 
the feeding system. The part of the an
tenna which is exposed to space is to be 
coated with a special white paint in 
order to obtain opt imum temperature 
condit ions. 

Antenna location 
The antennas must be placed within cer
tain l imited areas so as not to interfere 
with other systems in the satellite. Com
puter calculations were carried out to 
determine the opt imum location. The 
calculations were based on geometrical 
diffraction theory. Several different 
positions were tr ied, the main aim being 
to find the ones that gave the lowest 

Fig. 6 
Example of areas where reflected rays occur. The 
areas indicate different parts of the satellite 
which have caused reflections. The a values are 
different angles of the solar panels 

interference in areas with a low signal 
level. The satellite body was repre
sented by the mathematical model 
shown in f ig. 5 for calculat ion of the 
contr ibut ions due to direct, reflected, 
diffracted, doubly reflected and re
flected and then diffracted radiation etc. 
A total of 61 radiation contr ibut ions 
were added. Furthermore the calcula
tions had to be repeated for different 
pos i t ionsof theso la r panel. Fig. 6shows 
an example of the results obtained, with 
only the reflected radiation shown for 
the sake of lucidity. The final antenna 
posit ions were determined by measure
ments with the antenna mounted on a 
model that was accurate f rom an elec-
trial point of view, f ig . 1. The measure
ment results conformed well with the 
calculat ion results. 

Performance testing 
Functional and environmental tests 
were carried out on the different parts of 
the antenna system in order to check the 
performance of the system. The tests 
were carried out in accordance with a 
previously prepared specif icat ion and in 
the fo l lowing order: 
- initial electrical funct ional testing of 

each unit 
- checking of the mass, posit ion of the 

centre of gravity and moment of iner
tia 

- vibrat ion testing with sinusoidal vi
bration and noise vibrat ion (random) 

- vacuum and temperature testing 
- final electrical funct ional testing of 

each unit 
- measuring of the radiation diagram 

with the antenna mounted on a model 
of the satellite. 



Fig. 7 
The connection tor the radiation diagram mea
surements 

Fig. 8 
A 0-<t> map which shows the radiation diagram 
for all space angels, with level contours 

The radiation diagram was measured 
with the antenna mounted on the same 
model as was used for the optimizing of 
the antenna position. The model was 
mounted on a turn table. Fig. 7 shows a 
block diagram of the measurement set
up. 

The power gain of the circularly polar
ized antenna was measured at one point 
using a linearly polarized rotating trans
mitter antenna. The measurements 
were then continued using a circularly 
polarized transmitter antenna, the first 
measurement value being used as a ref
erence for the subsequent values. 

The measurements were controlled by a 
computer, for which a measuring pro-

gram and an evaluation program had 
been compiled. The program stepped 
one angle in a spherical coordinate sys
tem in steps of 2.5 at a time. The satel
lite was rotated one turn for each step. 

The measurements were continuous, 
and a recording was made for every sec
ond degree. The power levels and fre
quencies were checked before each 
measurement stage and were adjusted 
by the program when necessary. Each 
stage was also printed out in the tradi
tional way by an antenna diagram 
printer, so that the measurements could 
be checked at any time. When a whole 
series of measurements had been com
pleted for different solar panel angles 
and frequencies, all measurement data 
were presented, both in table form and 
as &-<t> maps. The maps are in the form 
of level diagrams in order to give a com
prehensive picture of the antenna per
formance. Fig. 8 shows a map that 
covers a whole sphere and shows the 
performance of one antenna. 

Summary 
The combination of technical and ex
perimental work required for the de
velopment of the EXOSAT antenna sys
tem is typical of antennas with large 
coverage intended for spacecraft. For 
all such systems the performance mea
surements are extensive. LM Ericsson 
have carried out several similar pro
jects. The staff are experienced, the 
methods are rational and the com
prehensive measurements can there
fore be performed quickly despite the 
quantity of measurements. 

LM Ericsson is the first subcontractor to 
complete all the activities connected 
with their commitment. The antennas 
meet all requirements laid down in the 
specificaton. The time schedule has 
been met, and the cost limits have not 
been exceeded. 



A Telephone System for Foreign 
Exchange Trading 

Karl-Gustav Carlsson and Arne Svensson 

LM Ericsson Telemateriel AB have developed a telephone system, AVE 100, for 
internal answering service or direct communication within a company. A touch 
on a button is all that is needed to answer a call or set up a speech connect/on. 
The system can also be used as a multiline telephone. The system was 
introduced at the beginning of the 1970s and has since been supplemented to be 
suitable also as a communication system for the foreign exchange departments 
in banks. In this article the new functions for this purpose are described, as well 
as the flexibility and rational operation of the system. 

UDC 621.395.22 Foreign echange trading carried out by 
the foreign exchange departments in 
banks requires a reliable communica
tion system that is fully adapted for this 
activity. The number of foreign ex
change dealers can vary from a couple 
to several dozen depending on the size 
of the bank and the extent of its foreign 
exchange trading. Each dealer must be 
able to get in touch with trading centres 
all round the world, with colleagues in 
other banks and with other employees 
in hos own bank, either via direct lines 
or via switched connections. He must be 

able to have two calls connected up si
multaneously to his control panel, since 
he often has to arrange a transaction 
between a seller and a buyer very quick
ly. The foreign exchange dealer must 
also be able to make conference calls 
and have access to special functions re
quired for his work. 

AVE 100 for communication 
in foreign exchange trading 
System AVE 100 provides a very suitabel 
communication system for foreign ex
change trading. In such applications it 
functions as a large multiline telephone 
system, where each dealer has access 
to many common external and internal 
linesfrom hiscontrol panel. Each panel, 
fig. 1, also contains two telephone units, 
each with a handset and a push-button 
set for dialling, and two loudspeakers 
with volume control. The loudspeakers 
are intended fortwo special supplemen
tary functions, namely monitoring and 
camp-on listening. 

Fig. 1 
A telephone system for foreign exchange trading in 
full operation 
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Monitoring means that a speech circuit, 
often between the foreign exchange de
partments of two banks, is connected 
up to a loudspeaker. Any number of peo
ple can take part in a monitored call. 
During such a call both parties will nor
mally have a loudspeaker connected in. 
A foreign exchange dealer who wishes 
to transmit a message uses his handset. 
The message is broadcast through the 
loudspeakers to the other participants. 
Only one dealer at a time in each group 
can transmit a message. 

Camp-on listening means that the for
eign exchange dealer is able to connect 
in a special loudspeaker when he is 
waiting for a message to come in on an 
established circuit, and wants to have 
his hands free in the meantime. He then 
takes the call on his handset when the 
message comes. 

A complete system comprises control 
panels and a central unit that is dimen
sioned for the relevant number of lines 
and participants. The central unit is con
trolled from the control panels for con
necting a certain line to a certain tele
phone unit. 

Control panel lines 
The line operating wires between the 
control panel and the central unit are 
connected to push-button strips in one 
of the two fields in the control panel, fig. 

2. The lines in the left-hand field are con
nected to the left-hand telephone unit 
when the relevant push-button is 
pressed, and the lines in the right-hand 
panel field are connected to the right-
hand telephone unit. It is essential that 
the control panel lay-out is rational and 
the operation simple if this demanding 
work is to proceed smoothly even dur
ing very busy periods. The push-button 
strips can therefore be arranged in the 
orderthat is most suitableforeach indi
vidual case. They are equipped with la
bel strips which show clearly which line 
is obtained with each button. There is 
also a light emitting diode for each but
ton, which shows the state of the line: 
free, busy, call attempt etc. 

Fig. 3 shows an example of a line layout 
in the control panels of a system with 
100 lines. The lines are grouped as fol
lows: 

Left-hand panel field 
10 monitoring lines 
20 lines to the public exchange 
10 lines to the PABX 

Right-hand panel field 
10 direct lines ("hot lines") for long-dis
tance connections 
30 direct lines ("hot lines") for short-
distance connections 
10 lines that are individual to each par
ticipant 
10 spare lines 

Fig. 2 
The control panel in a telephone system for foreign 
pfrhanae trading 
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The moni tor ing lines can be point-to-
point or switched circuits to foreign ex
change brokers or banks wi th in the 
country or abroad. The point-to-point 
circuits are established on permanently 
connected, leased lines orspeech chan
nels. The switched circuits are set up 
using ordinary exchange lines, possibly 
via the PABX, and are connected up with 
the aid of the push-button set in the tele
phone unit. The 10 moni tor ing lines can 
consist of any desired combinat ion of 
point-to-point and switched circuits. 

The connect ion to the publ ic network is 
made via 20 exchange lines and 10 
PABX lines. The combinat ion of ex
change lines and PABX lines is opt ional 
The exchange lines are mainly used for 
outgoing traffic and reduce the load on 
the PABX. This is important, since the 
volume of traffic f rom foreign exchange 
departments into the public network is 
usually quite high. PABX lines are 
provided primarily to enable the PABX 
operators to set up calls to the foreign 
exchange dealers. All lines can of 
course be used for both incoming and 
outgoing traffic. A group number is usu
ally used for the foreign exchange deal
ers both in the public exchange and the 
PABX in order to facil itate inward call
ing. 

t ion, via leased two-way speech chan
nels to other places or other countries. 

The short-distance lines are intended 
for local traffic, to local bank offices as 
well as wi th in the dealers' own bank 
premises. 

The individual lines are adapted to the 
requirements in each individual case. It 
is usually an advantage for the dealers 
to have their own extension numbers in 
the PABX and intercom system. Direct 
lines are also provided to close col
leagues outside the foreign exchange 
trading group as an aid in the practical 
work. 

Traffic facilities 
The funct ions and propert ies of the vari
ous lines are described here using the 
numbering of the push-button strips 
shown in f ig. 3. 

Monitoring 
One of the foreign exchange dealers de
cides which lines are to be available to 
the other part icipants in the system at a 
certain time. The lines are connected up 
by means of push-button strip no. 3. 
This strip is therefore usually only fitted 
in the control panel of one dealer (the 
others have dummy strips). 

By direct lines are meant lines direct to a 
predetermined person or group of peo
ple. They can be divided into lines for 
long distance and lines for short dis
tance depending on the technical 
equipment. 

The push-buttons in strip no. 1 are used 
by the dealer to connect in an optional 
moni tor ing line to the loudspeaker 
above the left te lephone unit. A volume 
control knob is mounted under the loud
speaker. 

By long-distance lines are meant con
nections outside the local area in ques-

When the dealer wants to deliver a mes
sage he depresses the corresponding 

Fig. 3 
An example of the layout of the push-burtons in the 
control panel 
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speech button in strip no. 2 and speaks 
via the handset. The loudspeaker in his 
own panel isthen disconnected in order 
to avoid acoustic feedback, but the 
other loudspeakers broadcast the mes
sage. During the message the speech 
buttons for the monitoring line in ques
tion in the other participants' panels are 
blocked, and a light diode above each 
button indicates that the speech facility 
is being used by another dealer. When 
the message is finished a return to the 
listening state is made by pressing but
ton R in strip no. 7. 

Traffic via the public network 
The push-buttons in strips no. 4 - 6 rep
resent the lines to the public network, 
either direct or via the PABX. Outgoing 
calls are dialled using the push-button 
set in the left-hand telephone unit. 

A call in progress can be put on hold and 
another call initiated or answered. 
There is no limit as regards the number 
of calls that can be kept on hold. A call is 
automatically put on hold when another 
line is connected in to the control panel. 

A call on hold can be taken over by any
body in the foreign exchange trading 
group by pressing the line button for the 
call in question. The call is discon
nected with button R in strip no. 7. 

Traffic via the direct lines 
Push-button strips no 8-11 are used 
for direct lines to prearranged persons 
and groups. A call is set up by pressing 
the relevant line button and is discon
nected with button R in strip no. 14. 

Individual traffic 
Calls via the dealers own extension line 
in the PABX or intercom are connected 
up using strip no. 13. Outgoing calls are 
dialled using the push-button set in the 
right-hand telephone unit. 

Strip no. 13 can also be equipped with 8 
direct lines to provide the dealer with 
rapid connection to close colleagues 
outside the foreign exchange depart
ment. Internal conferences with several 
participants can be set up using these 
lines. 

Camp-on listening 
Camp-on listening can take place on all 
lines except the monitoring lines, and 
means that an established call can be 
switched from the handset to the loud
speaker in the right-hand telephone 
unit. This is convenient for a dealer who 
is waiting for a message to be delivered 
over an established connection. He has 
his hands free during the waiting period 
and the message comes via the loud
speaker. 

Fig. 4 
The foreign exchange department of the Chris-
tiania Bank og Kreditkasse in Oslo, Norway 
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Fig. S 
The central unit in AVE 100 for foreign exchange 
trading 

The line is connected up to the loud
speaker or the handset by button LS in 
push-button strip no. 7 or 14. Two-way 
speech communication via the handset 
can be resumed at any time by pressing 
button LS again. The handset in ques
tion is thus not free for other calls during 
the waiting period. 

Joint call 
By a joint call is meant a call where two 
dealers are simultaneously connected 
in to the same end of a line. The speech 
units of the two dealers are connected in 
parallel to the line, giving a slightly 
lower transmission level. During such a 
call the light diode for the line in ques
tion will give a special signal in all con
trol panels, indicating that the joint call 
facility is being used and no third person 
can be connect up to the line. To set up a 
joint call one participant must press the 
joint call button (LI in strip no. 7 or 14) 
while the other connects up the line. 
This avoids the possibility of accidental 
joint calls. 

Conference 
The conference facility enables a dealer 
to call two different people via two op
tional lines, for example in strip no. 6. 
After this individual notification of a 
conference the dealer can connect up a 
three-party conference by pressing but
ton C in push-button strip no. 7. 

Manual holding 
Although the system is equipped with 
automatic holding of established calls 
when another line is selected, manual 
holding can be necessary in certain 
cases. Push-button H in strip no. 7 or 14 

is pressed for temporary holding of a 
call, or if another dealer is to take over 
the call. 

Recording of calls 
Each telephone unit is equipped for the 
connection of a tape recorder for the 
recording of calls. The recording is con
trolled with button TR in push-button 
strip no. 7 or 14. Most tape recorders 
with remote control can be used. 

Automatic number transmitter 
An automatic number transmitter can 
be connected to the system as a sepa
rate unit. It can then be used on any line 
on which the push-button set is used for 
dialling. 

A number transmitter is not included as 
a standard part of the equipment be
cause the requirements regarding ca
pacity and construction vary greatly. 
However, the majority of the foreign ex
change telephone systems are equip
ped with some type of automatic calling 
device in order to ease the work. 

Indications on the control 
panel 
A diode lamp is provided for each line 
and is placed above the line button in 
the control panel. It can indicate the fol
lowing line states: 

Line free 
Call in progress 
Incoming call 
Call on hold 
Joint call 

Extinguished 
Lit 
Rapid flashing, 1 Hz 
Slow flashing, 0.5 Hz 
Flickering, 3 Hz 

Fig. 6 
Printed board assemblies for the connection of 
three control panels, right, and for another six con
trol panels, left 
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Central equipment 
The central equipment, fig. 5, consists 
of printed board shelves, which are 
placed in a rack or cabinet. Each shelf 
holds 20 printed board assemblies. The 
printed board assemblies for normal 
lines, fig. 6, consist of two main types. 
One type holds interface circuits for one 
line and three control panels. The other 
type holds the interface circuits for two 
times three control panels. The two 
types of printed board assembly can be 
combined in different ways so that the 
number of foreign exchange dealers 
who can reach the same line is in
creased from 3 to 6, 9, 12 etc. The 
shelves, fig. 7, can be equipped in dif
ferent ways, for example with 20 lines to 
three dealers, or with 10 lines to nine 
dealers. The number of dealers per line 
can be increased in steps of 3 or 6 by 
means of additional shelves. 

Thus the size of the system is deter
mined by the number of shelves and 
printed board assemblies and can easily 
be adapted to meet individual require
ments. The shelves are complete units, 
wired in the factory, which are intercon
nected by means of plug-in cables. The 

control cables to the dealers panels are 
also equipped with plugs, for simple and 
easy installation and servicing. 

Ordinary telephone cable can be used 
for the connection of the control panels 
to the central equipment. 

The system is powered by two separate 
24 V batteries, each with automatic 
charging rectifiers. A signal generator is 
provided for the direct lines. 

Operational experience 
The system described here is built up of 
the basic units that form part of ordinary 
AVE 100 systems, with the addition of 
the following special functions: 
monitoring, camp-on listening and ex
ternal conference. AVE 100 systems 
have been marketed since the begin
ning of the 1970s. The operational expe
rience has been very good and the fault 
rate has been low. The special functions 
that are included in the system for for
eign exchange trading have also func
tioned very well in the more than 50 sys
tems that have so far been taken into 
service. 

Fig. 7 
Shelves for the printed board assemblies 



Custom Design Circuits for 
Telecommunications 

Gunnar Bjorklund and Jan Johansson 

This article is one of a series devoted to the activities of RIFA and deals with 
integrated circuits for telecommunications. The use of electronic circuits that are 
custom designed for a certain function can provide the space saving or technical 
advantage that makes a new design profitable. Furthermore the performance is 
often improved at a low cost through small additions to the circuit. This is 
illustrated here by some examples of circuits that have been designed and 
manufactured by RIFA. 
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It has often been necessary to resort to 
special techniques in order to meet the 
stringent requirements imposed on 
electronic components for telecom
munications. As early as the 1920s the 
Ericsson Group manufactured filter ca
pacitors adapted for carrier systems on 
aerial lines1. At the beginning of the 
1970s custom design components, such 
as hybrid circuits, resistance networks 
and precision capacitors, were de
veloped for LM Ericsson's new M5 con
struction practice2. The availability of 
special components has also proved to 
be a prerequisite for many recent pro
jects in the field of telecommunications. 

The monolithic and thic'film techniques 
are predominant in the manufacture of 
modern integrated circuits for telecom
munications. 

Monolithic technique 
The monolithic technique has been the 
driving force in the development that 
has led to the custom design circuits of 
today The circuits are almost ex

clusively built up on silicon substrates. 
The degree of integration is high, digital 
monolithic circuits with 3000 gate func
tions are not unusual. It is more difficult 
to give a figure for the possible degree 
of integration of analog functions, but it 
may be mentioned that today it is possi
ble to integrate on a single silicon chip 
all the analog functions for the line inter
face circuit in a fully electronic sub
scriber stage. Of particular interest in 
telecommunications is the possibility of 
integrating both analog and digital 
functions on the same silicon chip. 

Monolithic circuits for telecommunica
tions must usually be hermetically en
capsulated. Fig. 1 shows standard her
metic packages for mounting on printed 
boards. There are special packages for 
surface soldering, for example to ce
ramic substrates, see fig. 2. 

Thick film technique 
During recent years the use of thick film 
technique has become widespread in 
the field of telecommunications, for 
simple resistance networks as well as 
for more complex hybrid circuits. The 
hybrid technique makes it possible to 
build a complete electrical functional 
unit on a single piece of ceramic sub
strate with conductor layers and preci
sion-trimmed thick film resistors. To the 
substrate it is then possible to connect 
special monolithic circuits, high and 
low power transistors or chip capaci
tors. The electrical characteristics of the 

Fig. 1 
Standard hermetically sealed packages for 
mounting on printed boards 
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hybrid circuit can be adjusted to meet 
stringent requirements by means of 
funct ional t r imming, i.e. laser t r imming 
of resistors with simultaneous measur
ing of the circuit. 

The high heat conductivi ty of the ce
ramic and the small dimensions of the 
add-on components facil itate very com
pact construct ion. The M5 construct ion 
practice for transmission equipment2 is 
one example, and more recent compo
nent designs, which are decribed below, 
are other examples of the high packing 
density made possible by the use of 
hybrid technique. 

Standard circuits versus 
custom design circuits 
Components for modern telecom
municat ion equipment must be of high 
quality and be able to perform compli
cated technical funct ions. The develop
ment towards more complex funct ions 
also means that an increasingly larger 
part of the system is built into a few 
components. Varying system require
ments make it diff icult for manufac
turers of standard components to de
sign a component that meets the needs 
of several customers. Since the compo
nent designer usually has only a l imited 
knowledge of te lecommunicat ion sys
tems, he must base his work on specifi
cations f rom an established manufac
turer of te lecommunicat ion equipment. 

The user of standard circuits must 
choose between passing on his knowl
edge of system requirements etc. to the 
manufacturer or wait ing until a new 
standard circuit, based on the specif ica
tions of a competi tor, is available on the 
market for general use. 

Another alternative is the custom design 
circuit. It can be optimized for the user's 
own system requirements, and can be 
kept exclusive as long as desired. 

Custom design circuits 
An efficient circuit design presupposes 
that modern techniques, i.e. monol i thic 
and thick f i lm techniques, are exploi ted 
to the ful l . This often means an overall 
optimization that reaches far beyond 
the funct ion which was originally inten
ded to be integrated in the circuit. A 
design that provides the best overall 
economy usually means that the largest 
possible number of funct ions are in
cluded in the circuit. The number of 
additional components is reduced to a 
minimum, the circuit reduces the re
quired printed board surface, the heat 
dissipation is facil i tated by the mechan
ical design of the circuit etc. 

One prerequisite for a good circuit de
sign is that the requirement specifica
tion utilizes the advantages offered by a 
special technique. This requires close 
col laboration between the customer 

Fig. 2 
. . n.hi,- nar.kaaes for surface soldering 
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and the manufacturer. The customer 
must have a fundamental knowledge of 
how components are designed. The 
manufacturer in his turn must be able to 
state the technical and economic con
sequences of different specification re
quirements. 

Today the development and manufac
ture of monolithic and thick film circuits 
is a mature and well established tech
nique. Advanced computer aids and 
considerable, well tried production re
sources are available. The factor that 
now restricts the spreading of the use of 
custom design circuits to other fields of 
use is insufficient design resources 
among customers and manufacturers 
rather than lack of applications for the 
circuits. 

Full-custom or semi-custom 
design? 
The high fixed costs that are normally 
inherent in the development of a new 
circuit restrict the use of monolithic 
technique. Not only must the cost of de
signing the electronic circuit be cov
ered, but also the cost of generating 
photo masks and developing prototypes 
and test programs. This has led to 
efforts on the part of several manufac
turers of custom design circuits to sim
plify the design work. 

One method of manufacturing small se
ries of monolithic circuits at a reason
able cost is to use a standard pattern of 
components and to vary only one or two 
of the last mask layers, containing the 
connections between the transistors 

and the outputs. Several customer or
ders can be combined to give econom
ical production runs with an identical 
production flow up to the last stages of 
the process. This semi-custom method 
for digital MSI and LSI circuits makes 
series of a few thousand circuits per 
year economically feasible. 

Full custom design is usually profitable 
in cases where the annual circuit re
quirement exceeds 10000. Original pat
terns are then usually generated for all 
the mask layers (7-9) on the silicon waf
er. In spite of this the design times and 
the cost of producing masks can be kept 
reasonable, particularly for digital 
monolithic circuits, by using computer-
aided design, with cell structures and 
layout rules stored in the design compu
ter memory. The main advantage of de
signing circuits individually right from 
the start is of course that the chip sur
face is utilized better, which has a con
siderable effect on the manufacturing 
cost of large series. Moreover, if analog 
functions are required in addition to dig
ital, the monolithic circuits must be 
equipped with very special function 
blocks so that the semi-custom method 
is not feasible. 

For thick film circuits the full custom 
method is predominant, since the time 
and money spent on developing a new 
hybrid circuit, from the completed cir
cuit diagram to the prototype, is consid
erably less than for a monolithic circuit. 

Circuit exemplifications 
This section describes some custom de
sign circuits developed in different tech
niques for customers within LM Erics
son by the RIFA design departments for 
monolithic and thick film circuits. 

Two-tone generator 
In modern telephone exchange systems 
the transmission of digits between the 
telephone set and the exchange is car
ried out by means of tone frequency key 
sending. Seven frequencies are used, 
four that correspond to the rows of the 

Fig. 3 
The harmonics spectrum from a two-tone circuit 
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Fig. 4 
A standard type of digital two-tone circuit with 
external components for filtering and line match
ing 

push-button set and three that corre
spond to its columns. Previously two-
tone generators in telephone sets were 
manufactured using LC or RC tech
nique. 

A crystal-controlled oscil lator can be 
used instead. The desired frequencies 
are then generated from the crystal fre
quency by means of digital synthesis. 
Circuits for this funct ion can be made 
very small and give very well defined 
frequencies. However, with the digital 
method harmonics of the desired fre
quencies occur. These harmonics must 
be suppressed to an acceptabel level. 

Fig. 3 shows a typical harmonics spec

trum for the signal from such a tone gen
erator. The CEPT requirement has been 
included for comparison. Harmonics in 
the upper frequency range must be at
tenuated to about 70 dB below the level 
of the basic frequencies by means of a 
lowpassfi l ter, which may require a large 
number of components. 

The technical development has been 
very rapid since the introduct ion of digi
tal two-tone generators. The first two-
tone generators comprised a digital cir
cuit with external ampl i f icat ion and pas
sive components for f i l ter ing and single 
matching to the telephone line, f ig. 4. 
Today the complete funct ion can be in
tegrated on a single si l icon chip, f ig. 5. 

Fig. 5 
The RIFA digital two-tone circuit with a mini
mi..m number of external components 



Fig. 6 
A speech circuit for an electret microphone. The 
first generation, with a simple monolithic circuit 
and a large number of external components 

Fig. 7 
A speech circuit for an electret microphone. The 
second generation, with a complex monolithic 
circuit and a minimum of external components 

This reduction in size was achieved 
when it became possible to combine lin
ear functions with fast and densely 
packed, low-current logic circuits on 
one and the same silicon chip. 

As can be seen from fig. 5 the circuit has 
also been designed so that the number 
of external passive components is re
duced to a minimum apart from those 
needed for adaptation to the various 
markets. 

Speech circuit 
Figs. 6 and 7 show two electronic 
speech circuits. Externally they are 

identical, and they are intended for use 
in a telephone set together with an elec
tret microphone and an electromagnet
ic receiver, for example in ERICOFON 
700andDIAVOX100. The circuit in fig. 6 
is a forerunner to that in fig. 7. Both 
circuits have been constructed as me
chanically identical hybrid circuits, fig. 

The first circuit consists of a simple 
monolithic circuit and a number of ac
tive and passive components on a thick 
film substrate. Function trimming of the 
complete hybrid circuit was accepted in 
order to make it possible to use a sim-



Fig. 9 
A loop sensing circuit consisting of a monolithic 
circuit in high-voltage monolithic technique and a 
precision resistance network 

Fig. 10 
Differential voltage amplifier in monolithic tech
nique for an SLIC 

plified circuit design. In the second cir
cuit the monol i th ic technique has been 
exploited in full and the number of ex
ternal components on the thick f i lm sub
strate has been reduced to a minimum. 
The monol i thic technique offers very 
good relative tolerances. This fact has 
been utilized in the design, and hence 
no funct ion t r imming is necessary. 

The integrated circuit for the input am
plifier in f ig. 7 contains a field effect 
transistor, J-FET, in order to obtain 
good matching to the electret micro
phone. The ampli f icat ion is control led 
by the direct current on the line. This 
current in its turn is dependent on the 
length of the line. In this way if is possi
ble to compensate for the attenuation, 
which is proport ional to the line length. 

The output amplif ier transmits the am
plified microphone signal to the tele
phone line and regulates the voltage be
tween the line branches to a suitable 
level. 

A part of the circuit, which replaces the 
transformer and line balance, separates 

the signals in the two direct ions of trans
mission. The received signal is ampl i
fied in the circuit. In this case also, the 
ampli f icat ion is dependent on the line 
length and the output is adapted for 
driving the receiver inset. 

Loop sensing on the line circuit board 
In modern exchanges the sensing of the 
line state, i.e. on-hook, off-hook, is done 
electronically. Fig. 9 shows a circuit for 
loop sensing. 

The line state is registered as a change 
of the voltage Vout f rom low to high level, 
or vice versa, with the aid of a resistance 
bridge R,-R4 and a comparator circuit in 
monol i thic technique. The loop sensing 
circuit is equipped with high-ohmic 
thick fi lm resistors which have been 
lasertr immed to low relative tolerances, 
± 0 . 1 % . It has low-level input current 
and low bias. This gives the circuit the 
fol lowing propert ies: 

- correct loop sensing even with high 
values of line resistance RL 

- effective protect ion of the compara
tor inputs against r inging signals and 
voltage transients 

- loop sensing easily adapted to the de
mands of different administrat ions 
(e.g. different values of Rs) by laser 
t r imming of the resistors to the desir
ed resistances 

- high packing density on the printed 
board 

- high stability of the changeover levels 
of the loop sensing, thanks to the en
capsulation and the choice of basic 
technique for the bipolar monol i th ic 
circuit as well as the thick f i lm resis
tors. 

Line interface circuit 
The subscriber line interface circuit, 
SLIC, requires a large number of com
ponents if standard components are 
used. Fig. 10 shows an example of a 
differential voltage amplif ier in mono
lithic technique. The use of this type of 
integration gives an SLIC with very good 
performance, for example as regards 
the attenuation of longi tudinal noise. 
The packing density is high. This part of 
the circuit occupies approximately 0.5 
mm2 on the chip, or about 2 % of the 

Fig. 8 
A complete speech circuit hybrid, mechanically, 
electrically and acoustically integrated with the 
electret microphone 



Fig.11 
An SLIC hybrid 

total sil icon chip surface for the whole 
SLIC. 

Fig. 11 shows a hybrid circuit for the 
complete line interface. The circuit con
tains three special monol i th ic circuits in 
miniature packages. The hybrid circuit 
contains all SLIC funct ions, interrupter-
control led current feeding, r inging, 
loopsensing, ring t r ipping, pulse receiv
ing, earth button sensing, hybrid, bal
ance and digital interface to a micro 
computer. 

Summary 
The design examples described here 
show in different ways how custom de
sign circuits have provided the most 
economical so lut ionsto problems in the 
telecommunicat ions f ield. 

The two-tone generator shows how re

quirement specif icat ions can be met 
with sophist icated monol i th ic tech
nique and how far the number of exter
nal components can be reduced. 

The speech circui t shows how a com
bination of a monol i th ic circuit and a 
hybrid circuit can give complete me
chanical and electrical integration. 

The loop sensing shows how a satisfac
tory circuit has been obtained by using a 
monol i thic circuit and a thick fi lm resis
tance network, mounted as separate 
components on a printed circuit board. 

Finally the line interface circuit shows 
how a combinat ion of sophisticated 
monol i thic and hybrid techniques gives 
an economical and efficient design for 
one of the most demanding functions in 
the field of te lecommunicat ions. 
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Hamacher, H.-H. and Pettersson, G.: First-Order PCM Multiplex in the BYB 
Construction Practice. Ericsson Rev. 57(1980):4, pp. 129-137. 
LM Ericsson have developed a new generation of first-order PCM multiplex 
systems, ZAK 1/30-4, as a part of the modernization of their transmission 
equipments. The BYB construction practice was chosen for the new equip
ment, partly to make it compatible with existing telephone exchange equip
ment as well as other transmission equipment. In this article the use of this 
type of equipment is described, as well as its design and function, together 
with different equipment and connection alternatives. 

UDC 621.395.34 
Nilsson, B. A. and Sorme, K.: AXE10- A Review. Ericsson Rev. 57 (1980):4, 
pp. 138-148. 
AXE 10 is a telephone exchange system designed to cover the whole range 
from large international transit exchanges to small local exchanges and 
remotely connected subscriber stages. The system also comprises ex
changes for mobile subscribers, equipment for traffic handled by operators 
and equipment for centralized operation and maintenance. 
This article gives a review of AXE 10 and describes how the system can easily 
be adapted to suit different requirements by combining a number of stan
dardized subsystems. These subsystems have well defined interfaces and 
can be further developed independently. Two such subsystems are the digi
tal group selector and the digital subscriber stage, by means of which the 
AXE 10 system is adapted to a network with gradually increasing digitaliza-
tion. 

UDC 621.395.2 
Morlinger, R.: Operation and Maintenance Functions in ASB 100 and ASB 
900. Ericsson Rev. 57(1980):4, pp. 149-155. 
ASB 100 and ASB 900 are modern, stored program controlled PABXs for 20 -
108 and 60-960 extensions respectively. The stored program control, SPC, 
is utilized to provide the systems with advanced functions, not only for 
telephony but also for operation and maintenance. The basic principles are 
the same for the two systems, but certain functions that require large pro
gram volume are provided only in ASB 900. 
This article gives a detailed description of the operation and maintenance 
functions in ASB 900, with comments on the features of ASB 100. General 
descriptions of ASB 100 and ASB 900 have previously been published in 
Ericsson Review. 

UDC 621.396.67 
621.371.36 

Karlsson, E. R.: Antenna System for the EXOSAT Satellite. Ericsson Rev. 57 
(1980):4, pp. 156-159. 
EXOSAT is a satellite for scientific observations. It is equipped with instru
ments for measuring x-ray-radiation in space. The instruments will be align
ed by orientating the whole satellite towards the x-ray source concerned. An 
omnidirectional antenna system is therefore essential for communication 
with earth. 
The antenna system for EXOSAT has been developed and manufactured by 
LM Ericsson. The system consists of two antennas, each of which radiates 
over more than half a sphere. The antenna elements are cone-shaped spirals. 
Each antenna consists of four spirals with associated feeding device. In this 
article the design of the antenna elements and the optimizing of their posi
tion on the satellite are described, as well as the extensive measurements of 
performance that have been carried out using LM Ericsson's new automatic 
antenna measurement equipment. t 

UDC 621.395.22 
Carlsson, K.-G. and Svensson, A.: A Telephone System for Foreign Exchange 
Trading. Ericsson Rev. 57(1980):4, pp. 160-165. 
LM Ericsson Telemateriel AB have developed a telephone system, AVE 100, 
for internal answering service or direct communication within a company. A 
touch on a button is all that is needed to answer a call or set up a speech 
connection. The system can also be used as a multiline telephone. The 
system was introduced at the beginning of the 1970s and has since been 
supplemented to be suitable also as a communication system for the foreign 
exchange departments in banks. In this article the new functions for this 
purpose are described, as well as the flexibility and rational operation of the 
system. 

UDC 621.3.049: 
621.39 

Bjbrklund, G. and Johansson, J.: Custom Design Circuits for Telecom
munications. Ericsson Rev. 57(1980):4, pp. 166-172. 
This article is one of a series devoted to the activities of RIFA and deals with 
integrated circuits for telecommunications. The use of electronic circuits 
that are custom designed for a certain function can provide the space saving 
or technical advantage that makes a new design profitable. Furthermore the 
performance is often improved at a low cost through small additions to the 
circuit. This is illustrated here by some examples of circuits that have been 
designed and manufactured by RIFA. 
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UDC 621.395.4: 
621.376 56 

Hamacher, H.-H. and Pettersson, G.: First-Order PCM Multiplex in the BYB 
Construction Practice. Ericsson Rev 57(1980):4, pp. 129-137. 
LM Ericsson have developed a new generation of first-order PCM multiplex 
systems, ZAK 1/30-4, as a part of the modernization of their transmission 
equipments. The BYB construction practice was chosen for the new equip
ment, partly to make it compatible with existing telephone exchange equip
ment as well as other transmission equipment. In this article the use of this 
type of equipment is described, as well as its design and function, together 
with different equipment and connection alternatives. 

UDC 621 395 34 
Nilsson, B. A. and Sdrme, K.: AXE10- A Review. Ericsson Rev. 57(1980)4, 
pp. 138-148 
AXE 10 is a telephone exchange system designed to cover the whole range 
from large international transit exchanges to small local exchanges and 
remotely connected subscriber stages. The system also comprises ex
changes for mobile subscribers, equipment for traffic handled by operators 
and equipment for centralized operation and maintenance. 
This article gives a review of AXE 10 and describes how the system can easily 
be adapted to suit different requirements by combining a number of stan
dardized subsystems. These subsystems have well defined interfaces and 
can be further developed independently. Two such subsystems are the digi
tal group selector and the digital subscriber stage, by means of which the 
AXE 10 system is adapted to a network with gradually increasing digitaliza-
tion. 

UDC 621.395.2 
Mdrlinger, R.: Operation and Maintenance Functions in ASB 100 and ASB 
900. Ericsson Rev. 57(1980)4, pp. 149-155. 
ASB 100 and ASB 900 are modern, stored program controlled PABXs for 20-
108 and 60-960 extensions respectively The stored program control, SPC, 
is utilized to provide the systems with advanced functions, not only for 
telephony but also for operation and maintenance. The basic principles are 
the same for the two systems, but certain functions that require large pro
gram volume are provided only in ASB 900. 
This article gives a detailed description of the operation and maintenance 
functions in ASB 900, with comments on the features of ASB 100 General 
descriptions of ASB 100 and ASB 900 have previously been published in 
Ericsson Review. 
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